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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Today’s world is more complex than ever before. Negotiations that were once focused on one or two isolated
issues now encompass multiple sectors and an increasing number of parties. Negotiators must constantly
make decisions based on uncertain and changing information – decisions that often have irreversible impacts
on relationships and deal outcomes.
Training policymakers, business leaders, and nonprofits to negotiate in an evolving 21st century has never
been more important or challenging. Dragonfly Negotiations & Consulting is a client-based company that
works with organizations in order to impart negotiation and leadership skills. Dragonfly provides training for
clients that are focused on advancing social change within their respective fields – organizations that are often
operating on the cutting edge of complicated social policies.
Dragonfly, along with the vast majority of other negotiation consulting firms and academic negotiation
courses, primarily relies on simulations to teach negotiation skills and lessons. Simulations, a form of
experiential learning, are particularly prevalent in negotiation training given the important role that soft skills
and social processes play in mastering the field. Yet despite the increase in complexity found in today’s realworld negotiations, simulations have failed to similarly evolve.
This report seeks to answer how Dragonfly can best design and implement simulations that teach its
clients to negotiate in an exceedingly complicated world.
In order to do so, a gap-analysis of presently available simulations was performed, derived by creating a
framework that isolated the architectural components found in different types of negotiation simulations.
These findings indicate that though a substantial number of simulations involve multiple parties and
nonscorable interests, very few simulations contain the dynamic complexity of real-world negotiations.
To form recommendations for how Dragonfly can design future complex simulations, the unique features of
real-world negotiations were identified and combined with pedagogical theories deconstructed from existing
simulations. Supplementing these recommendations, this report provides a proposed simulation example
that incorporates a new, complex design, as well as potential criteria to evaluate the success of future
simulations. To assist Dragonfly in implementing these recommendations, a barriers analysis was conducted
to help overcome potential issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation One: Design Complex Simulations

The following recommendations provide ways for Dragonfly to design new, complex simulations for its clients.
They are based off of carefully identified features of real-world negotiations, as well as a thorough analysis of
the pedagogy behind a select number of currently available simulations, all of which can be found in this report.
If Dragonfly begins designing new simulations based off of these recommendations, it should not attempt to
incorporate all of them into a single simulation. Rather, by isolating one or two of the most relevant design
recommendations that are directly applicable to their client’s needs, Dragonfly can better close the complexity gap
in 21st century negotiation training.
I. Design Simulations with Dynamic Architecture: Real-world negotiations contain dynamic architecture (the
underlying structure of the deal) in which parties, interests, issues, and rules are constantly changing. Simulation
creators should build a design that allows participants to change certain aspects of the agreement’s architecture,
forcing players to create strategies that influence fundamental tenants of the negotiation (which parties participate,
which issues are included) in addition to the substance of the actual deal.
II. Design Simulations with Multiple Decision Points: Within any negotiation, parties must make a series of
successive decisions have the potential to permanently change their relationships to others as well as possible deal
outcomes. Simulation designers should embed irreversible decisions into their exercise (such as side-agreements
that affect the overall deal or resource spending that narrows the zone of possible agreement), as opposed to
the reversible decisions found in most simple negotiation simulations (who to ally with, which issues to advocate
for). Injecting multiple irreversible decisions has the potential to teach participants about the escalation of
commitments, the dangers of groupthink, and other cognitive biases that lead to failure.
III. Design Simulations with Embedded Uncertainty: Individuals are constantly forced to make decisions with
incomplete or nebulous information in a given negotiation. Simulation designers should inject different types of
uncertainty (according to the VUCA framework) that teaches participants how to identify and subsequently respond
to a variety of unknowns (i.e. whether players should invest in data gathering, stockpiling, information sorting, or
experimentation). Additionally, designers can provide players with conflicting information or have them doubt the
underlying facts of the negotiation, forcing participants to resolve their discrepant views before arriving at a deal.
IV. Design Simulations with Dynamic Information and System Shocks: In order to be successful, negotiators
must anticipate, prepare for, and react to changing information and unexpected shifts in the landscape. Simulation
designer should create an exercise that introduces new information during the negotiation that affects players’
interests, relationships, strategies, or the possible outcomes of a deal. Designers can also change a previously
stable exercise through injecting an unforeseen system shock that forces players to adapt ‘in the moment.’
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RECOMMENDATIONS

V. Design Simulations with Emergent Properties: In a systems-based view of negotiation, the vast connectivity
of actors’ decisions interacts with an adaptive environment to create the emergence of a unique deal. Negotiators
are constantly modulating both their own and other parties’ interests and options through cycles of irreversible
decisions. Simulation designers should create complex systems-based exercises by providing participants with
loosely defined, yet interconnected, interests. Additionally, designers can create an environment within the
simulation that adapts to players’ actions and allows for feedback. Examples of environments include ZOPAs that
decreases as resources are spent, metrics that change based upon players’ actions, or smaller deals that once
agreed to, change the final agreement.
VI. Design Simulations with Networks of Relationships: In large multiparty agreements involving several
‘worlds’, actors exist within a network (or web) of relationships with other individuals. Networks can be formed
around a variety of features (e.g. shared interests, geographic proximity, mutual adversaries, a prior history) and
each one contains actors with heterogeneous amounts of influence and connections. If creating simulations
with many parties, designers should craft different types of networks with multiple points of shared (or opposed)
dynamics. By giving individuals within each network greater connections and power, designers can teach
participants to focus not only on actions that remedy problems, but where (in which network and by which actors)
that problem would be optimally addressed.

Recommendation Two: Implement Complex Simulations
As Dragonfly already customizes simulation scenarios in terms of its clients’ fields of expertise, for certain clients,
it should begin incorporating one or two complex dynamics into simulations that would help those clients
successfully negotiate in their respective fields. A sample simulation proposal for the Israeli-Palestinian Shades
Negotiation Program explores how this might be achieved. Of note, these simulations do not need to be redesigned
for every client; the underlying dynamics/structure of a simulation can be retained, with only the context/
scenario changing when Dragonfly works with organizations in new fields. Furthermore, suggestions for metrics
that evaluate the success of simulations as well as proposed solutions to potential barriers that Dragonfly might
encounter have been provided.
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PART ONE

BACKGROUND

I. Simulations and Experiential Learning
Experiential learning is an active means for individuals
to acquire knowledge, develop soft and hard behavioral
skills, and reflect upon an experience in a safe
environment1. Experiential learning developed from
problem-based learning (PBL), a teaching approach first
adopted by medical schools in which students worked
together to address specific, solvable issues2. In PBL,
teachers guide through Socratic questions and answers,
allowing students to seek relevant information on their
own so that they can later apply learned concepts in a way
most beneficial to each respective learner. PBL allows
students to “learn by doing” in order to develop analytical
and cognitive skills3.
While PBL has been proven to assist in the acquisition of
scientific information, other forms of experiential learning
– specifically, simulations or role-play simulations (RPS) –
have been shown to impart social-science knowledge and
skills onto learners4, 5. Similar to PBL, simulations provide
a platform for problem-solving and skill development in a
supported, realistic environment6. This form of learning
is crucial in a social-science field such as negotiation,
in which knowledge cannot be imparted in a typical
‘classroom’ or ‘lecture-based’ style of learning. Instead,
knowledge in these fields is developed through the
personalized experiences, discoveries, and reflections of
each individual learner7.

negotiation simulations provide for these process-based
experiences by,
[Immersing] people in realistic situations that they have
not yet confronted; [helping] them grapple first-hand with
unprecedented and complex situations; and [providing]
them with an opportunity to experiment in a safe, low-cost
environment. For these reasons, it has been suggested
that such exercises offer powerful tools for education and
engagement.
Simulations have been proven to enhance negotiation
skills and adaptive thinking, as well as increase learners’
motivation and confidence in the material12, 13. In the 21st
century the use of experiential simulations has become
even more important as studies begin to reveal that
millennials learn more productively when placed “at the
center of the learning process”14. Millennials have also
been shown to respond more effectively to learning in
groups, allowing for the transfer of knowledge from peers,
as opposed to a typical teacher/student classroom15.

Negotiation is the study of the skills, mental schemas, and
theories that parties utilize to bridge conflict and arrive at
an agreement8. Mastering negotiation involves acquiring
a combination of social processes, teachable skills, and
intellectual training9. As a result, novices to the field are
often taught through a reflective model of learning in
which academic negotiation theories are supplemented
with experiential practices that build process-based
skills10. As Susskind and and Schnek11 (2014) explain,
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II. The Structue of Negotiation Simulations
In most cases, simulations are composed of a set of
general instructions (available to all participants) as well
as confidential (role-specific) instructions16. The general
instructions detail the scenario in which the negotiation
will be taking place, a broad overview of the parties and
issues involved, and other dynamics that participants
should be aware of (i.e. time limits, rounds, the option to
use resources). The confidential instructions almost always
describe the respective individual character’s interests,
their positions on each issue in the negotiation, and their
relationships with other characters. These instructions
may also be supplemented with memos or other
documents pertinent to the final negotiated agreement.
After receiving both sets of instructions, participants are
usually provided time to prepare for the simulation. This
may involve individual, team-based, of character-specific
preparation. During this time, participants are encouraged
to “map” negotiation strategies they plan to employ for
the impending simulation. Advanced simulations may
provide for a “cocktail hour” before the negotiation,
offering an opportunity for players to speak to one another
(in-person or electronically) and create alliances before
the actual negotiation begins.

8

Following each simulation, negotiators participate in a
debrief session that provides an opportunity to reflect
on the experience. The debrief is most often led by an
experienced negotiator or instructor that observed the
simulation. These sessions are paramount to reinforcing
the simulation’s lessons, emphasizing important skills
that participants may have used during the negotiation,
and teaching both simple and advanced concepts. When
designing negotiation programs, some instructors prefer
to review key skills and concepts before each simulation,
allowing participants to practice these skills during the
negotiation. Other instructors prefer to allow individuals
to play simulations without a prior review and then
conduct an in-depth debrief to emphasize advanced skills
and lessons following the negotiation.
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PART TWO

INTRODUCTION

I. Negotiation in the 21st Century
Today’s world is more complex than ever before.
Negotiations that were once focused on one or two isolated
issues now encompass multiple sectors and an increasing
number of parties. Take, for example, trade agreements,
once confined to only involving world powers and major
goods, now evolving into multilateral international deals
with ethical, environmental, and military considerations.
Negotiations were once considered singular events in
which no final agreement was made until parties “[got]
to yes”17. Parties could sit around a table and avoid
making decisions and commitments until every piece
of information was revealed and each issue was agreed
upon. Yet today, negotiators must constantly make
decisions based on uncertain and changing information
while still in the process of finding solutions – decisions
that often have irreversible impacts on relationships
and may permanently change a final deal. Consider
the affects that a government’s military choices have
while negotiating a peace accord or the uncertainty that
surrounds an administration resolving a national crisis. To
add to today’s complexities, some of the most prevalent
negotiations are not even based around a shared set of

truths18. One only needs to observe climate change or
social policy negotiations to realize how a lack of common
understanding and persuasion can affect the process.
Even the very definition of a ‘negotiation’ has become
more complex in the past decade. Negotiations have
expanded from a focus on the individual deal to broadly
include conflict resolution and agreement attainment.
It has become the process by which wicked problems –
situations of “political, social, and institutional uncertainty
[where the] established ways of doing business are
incapable of addressing [the issue]” – are solved19.
In order to devise adaptive solutions to these wicked
problems, negotiators need leadership, group
management, and creative problem solving skills in
concert with negotiation training20. They must shift from
exclusively focusing on the content in front of them and
simultaneously analyze how their individual actions
shape the context that surrounds the deal (i.e. the ways
individuals make decisions, process information, and
affect other group members)21.

Negotiation in the 21st Century
Increasingly Complex
•
•

Complicated contexts, uncertainty, ‘wicked
problems’
e.g. Colombia Peace Deal, U.S. Legislative
Agreements, Crisis Situations

Increasingly Interconnected
•
•

Technological advances, interdependant
economies
e.g. Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), Global
Mergers

Increasing Number of Parties
•
•

Globalization, rise of large and intractable
problems
e.g. Paris Climate Accords, NATO
9
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II. Dragonfly Negotiations and Consulting
Dragonfly is a client-based negotiation consulting
company that works with organizations in order to impart
negotiation and leadership skills. Dragonfly operates
within a small niche in the negotiation community,
working with clients that are focused on advancing social
change.
While Dragonfly’s clients tend to be progressive-leaning
entities, they work with a wide variety of nonprofit and
governmental organizations, as well as private companies
engaged in performing “social good.” A few of the
initiatives Dragonfly’s clients are centered around include
advocating for specific legislative measures, bridging the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and working within widespread
military conflicts.

Dragonfly’s clients are highly specialized organizations
operating at the cutting edge of complicated social
policy. As a result, they expect Dragonfly to create custom
programs and simulations that impart crucial negotiation
training. These organizations have an array of negotiating
backgrounds, ranging from community members without
formal education to prominent diplomats who have
worked on international accords. As a result, many
of Dragonfly’s sessions have reviewed fundamental
negotiation skills, involved customized simulations
drawing on participants’ respective fields of expertise, and
finished with negotiation brainstorm meetings that help
clients clarify future organizational strategies.

“It’s more important than ever that
we have conversations well, influence
effectively, and communicate
constructively.”

Sample Dragonfly Clients and Projects:
White House and National League of Cities
Working with the White House’s Office of Public Engagement
and the National League of Cities, we developed thinking
around a network of facilitators assisting in community/police
relations throughout the country. We created a document
describing the value of facilitation, or why it’s so important to
have third party support, in these community dialogues.

The National Basketball Association
Dragonfly supported the NBA in its efforts to improve relations
between law enforcement and the communities it serves.
Through ongoing consulting and leading an event bringing
together police, community members and current and former
NBA players in Brooklyn, Dragonfly actively supported the
mission to harness the convening power of the NBA and foster
this important dialogue.
10

Shades Negotiation Program
Building off four years of work with the growing Shades
Negotiation Program, Dragonfly continued to work with Israeli
and Palestinian leaders - and participants from the U.S. State
Department and European foreign ministries - in negotiation
and conflict management, running a cumulative influence/
negotiation workshop in Jerusalem, and providing ongoing
support for curriculum design and reinforcement efforts.

Schools
In an effort to introduce concepts of conflict management and
influence to younger members of society, Dragonfly worked
with various middle and high schools. It introduced concepts
through keynote speeches and deployed customized cases
relevant to student concerns. This work became particularly
poignant in the aftermath of the election, which exposed deep
issues of power, race and privilege.
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III. Problem Statement

What are “complex”
negotiations?

How can Dragonfly train
clients to negotiate in an
increasingly complex
world?

What are complex
negotiation simulations

How can Dragonfly
design customized
complex simulations
for their clients?

Main Question

Sub-Question #1

Sub-Question #2

How can Dragonfly
implement these new
simulations?
Can training occur with
other pedagogical
methods?
Sub-Question #3

How can Dragonfly train clients to negotiate in an increasingly complex world?
Given that Dragonfly’s clients are exclusively focused on advancing social change in an exceedingly complicated and
evolving world, Dragonfly must find ways to impart negotiation training that matches the complexity of the 21st century.

1

What is complexity?

2

How can Dragonfly design
customized complex
simulations for its clients?

What are complex negotiations?
In order to produce innovative ways
for Dragonfly to train its clients in
advanced negotiations, a working
definition for real-world complex
negotiations must be created. The
differences in features between simple
and complex negotiations must be
established.

Do simulations currently teach
complexity?
With a working definition of complex
simulations, existing simulation can
be analyzed and classified. These
results can be used to inform a
gap-analysis of what is missing from
the current negotiation landscape and
how Dragonfly can fill that need.

What are complex negotiation
simulations?
After producing a definition of
complex negotiations, the same
theories can be applied to simulations
in order to differentiate simple from
complex simulations (both in terms of
the features and skills emphasized).

How can Dragonfly design complex
simulations?
After examining complexity theory and
existing simulations, the pedagogical
points of complex simulations can
be extracted and transformed into
meaningful recommendations.

3

How can Dragonfly
implement these
recommendations?

How can complex simulations be
implemented?
After providing recommendations for
how Dragonfly can design complex
simulations, recommendations must
be produced for the best way that
the company can implement these
new simulations. This is especially
challenging given the wide array
of negotiation backgrounds of
Dragonfly’s clients.
How else can complex negotiations
be taught?
Additional recommendations must be
provided regarding other pedagogical
approaches (apart from new
simulations) that Dragonfly can bring
to its clients.

11
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IV. Methodology
Literature Review of Complex Negotiations
In order to identify the complexity gap in currently available
negotiation simulations, the differences between realworld and simulated negotiations had to be established.
This involved identifying the unique features of complex
negotiations, adapting existing negotiation frameworks
to fit more advanced scenarios, and applying existing
theories about system dynamics and social network
analysis to negotiations.
Simulation Designer Interviews
Several informal interviews were conducted with designers
of negotiation simulations in order to help clarify the
pedagogy these designers employed when creating their
pieces of work.

12

Existing Simulations Review and Analysis
Dozens of negotiation and leadership simulations (as well
as their accompanying teaching notes) were thoroughly
examined, with an emphasis placed on simulations
originating from the Program on Negotiation at the
Harvard Law School, the Harvard Business School, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Harvard
Kennedy School. These simulations were then analyzed
according to criteria created for the purposes of this
report. Additionally, a framework identifying individual
aspects of simulations was created to better compare
simple and complex negotiations. Finally, the pedagogy
of these simulations, which ranged from simple twoparty negotiations to complicated multiparty exercises,
was deconstructed in order to form recommendations for
Dragonfly to design future complex simulations.

BEYOND THE BATNA

PART THREE GAP ANALYSIS AND 		
FINDINGS
CURRENT STATE

Assess Current State:

Firms are exclusively
using ‘simple’ negotiation
simulations to train
participants (e.g. Seeport,
Diego Primadonna)

GAP

Measure Gap (Data
Analysis):

The number of current
simulations that prepare
individuals for simple vs.
complex negotiations.

FUTURE STATE

Define Future State:

The world is filled with
increasingly complex
negotiations and wicked
problems. Negotiators
must be prepared to
address these problems.

IMPROVE AND
EXECUTE
Improve and Execute:

Address Gap with multiple
solutions: create criteria
for success, define
potential barriers,
evaluate improvements.

I. The Current State of Negotiation Training
Experiential learning was incorporated into the earliest
conceptions of negotiation teaching, with the vast majority
of training today involving the use of simulations22. In fact,
a study examining four decades of law negotiation courses
concluded that the use of simulations was prevalent in
every course analyzed23. Similarly, an analysis of business,
public policy, and international relations negotiation
courses determined that simulations were “heavily used”
in every circumstance, compared to other forms of teaching
such as case analyses, journals, or self-assessment tools24.
Surveys of 130 mediation experts found that over 96% of
them used simulations “very frequently” or “frequently” in
their teaching25.
The typical executive education or academic negotiation
course strives to teach real-world applicable negotiation
skills in the span of a two-days to one-week (for executive
education) or over an entire semester (for academic
programs)26. These programs begin with one-on-one

(two party) negotiation simulations, where individuals
must agree to a deal within a predetermined set of
possible solutions27. Two party negotiations typically
teach foundational negotiation skills: identifying and
developing one’s BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated
agreement), creating and claiming value, and information
sharing. All of these simulations occur within one or
two hours with the goal of teaching players to develop
negotiation strategies and learn how to drive towards a
deal28.
Some programs then advance to more complicated
multiparty or team-based exercises. These simulations
often take longer than two party exercises, typically
ranging from a few hours to a half a day29. Building off
of two party simulations, multiparty exercises impart
unique skills, including building and breaking coalitions,
exercising process management, and preparing for the
negotiation “away from the table”30.

13
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Skills Taught in Two Party
Negotiation Simulations
•

Setting the
Table

•

Skills Taught in Multiparty and
Team-Based Negotiation Simulations

Identify target and reservation
points
Strengthen one’s BATNA and weaken
opponent’s alternative Assess barriers to
agreement

•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate sources of powers
Sequence parties and issues
Identify relationships and past/future linkages
Generate intra-group norms and procedures
Perform backward mapping analysis

Managing
the Process

•
•
•

Set the tone and agenda
Ask probing and clarifying questions
Identify shared, opposed, and tradable
interests

•
•
•
•

Exercise process opportunism
Drive momentum toward package generation
Balance firm and flex commitments
Build coalitions; break counter-coalitions

Closing the
Deal

•
•
•

Anchor and de-anchor
Frame and re-frame offers
Share and withhold information
strategically

•
•
•

Clarify terms and conditions
Confront hold outs
Generate commitments to implementations

Table 1: Examples of negotiation skills taught in two party, multiparty, and team-based simulations.
Adapted partially from 3D Negotiation, Lax.40

II. The Complexity Gap in Negotiation Training
While two party and multi-party simulations are useful
tools to impart basic negotiation skills to participants,
they fail to capture the inherent complexity of real-world
negotiations and decision-making32. Unfortunately, for
those individuals seeking negotiation training to prepare
for evolving, realistic circumstances, courses typically
end after simple two party, multiparty, and team-based
exercises.
The majority of two party and multiparty simulations
lack the complexity of real-life negotiations due to their
‘scorable’ architecture that determines winners and losers
through numerical outcomes33. While this allows exercises
to impart lessons about value creation and claiming,
it confines the possible outcomes to single numbers,
thereby stifling the type of creative thinking and problem
solving that is crucial to finding real-world solutions (34).
Additionally, these simulations rely on fixed issues,
interests, and scope that are prescribed to players
before the negotiation begins and cannot change as it
progresses35.
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They often simplify the number of parties and issues, as
well as eliminate the ability of players to make irreversible
decisions that affect the final deal. Furthermore, nearly all
simulations are built on a static, sequential structure where
actions have linear and unchanging consequences36.
This lack of realistic complexity in currently available
simulations limits their applicability to actual advanced
negotiations, which contain drastically different structures
and dynamics37. After all, how can negotiators be prepared
for unexpected geopolitical shifts if they have not
experienced sudden system shocks within a simulation?
How can future policymakers be expected to rearrange the
status quo of intractable conflict if they are not allowed
to think creatively within a simulation, changing the very
dynamics of their surroundings in order to advance their
interests? Despite the rapid increases over the past several
decades in the complexity of real-world negotiations,
simulations have failed to mirror these changes, forming a
gap in the landscape of negotiation training.
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III. The Future State of Negotiation Training
Individuals involved in complex negotiations require
significantly different negotiation and adaptive leadership
skills in order to succeed and solve emerging wicked
problems38. Learning to anchor (on a number) in simple
simulation is a practical tool for future salary negotiations,
yet in today’s complex world, those skills fail to prepare
negotiators for bridging intractable ‘redline’ issues.
Building alliances of two to three parties is helpful when
learning about the basics of coalition formation, yet
its usefulness is limited when faced with negotiations

involving several dozen parties, each with intertwined
networks of issues and interests.
As a result, when considering the introduction of new
complex simulations, these exercises would need to
impart specific skills and lessons that allow negotiators
to flourish in complicated circumstances, just as two
party and multiparty simulations teach skills that build
foundational learning39.

Skills Taught in Multiparty
Negotiation Simulations
Setting the
Table

Managing
the Process
Closing the
Deal

•
•
•

Proposed Skills Taught in Complex
Negotiation Simulations

Evaluate sources of powers
Sequence parties and issues
Identify relationships and past/future
linkages
Generate intra-group norms and procedures
Perform backward mapping analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Identify and sort different types of uncertainty
Prevent groupthink and conformity bias
Separate self-interest from group-interest
Map complex systems and networks
Predict outcomes of successive decisions

•
•

Exercise process opportunism
Drive momentum toward package
generation
Balance firm and flex commitments
Build coalitions; break counter-coalitions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage cognitive flooding
Interpret thing slices of information
Adopt zoom-in/zoom-out perspective
Practice process leadership
Respond to adaptive environments
Manage and utilize dynamic negotiation architecture

•
•
•

Clarify terms and conditions
Confront hold outs
Generate commitments to implementations

•
•
•

Manage parasitic integration
Evaluate deal-sustainability
Establish future negotiation networks and linkages

•
•
•
•

Table 2: A comparison of multiparty negotiation skills with proposed skills taught innew complex simulations.
Adapted partially from Lax.40 and Weiss27.
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IV. Analysis of Current Negotiation Simulations
Scope and Criteria for Inclusion
In order to quantify the gap in today’s negotiation trainings,
an analysis was performed that classified presently
available simulations. 238 simulations were analyzed;
229 of those simulations were gathered from the database
of the Program on Negotiation (PON) at the Harvard Law
School, the Kennedy School Negotiation Project (KSNP),
and the Harvard Business School (HBS) . Simulations were
excluded if they were explicitly designed to train skills
relevant to isolated fields, such as simulations focusing on
the law of settlement proceedings or trainings for human
resource professionals. On the other hand, simulations

that were originally designed for a specific audience
yet were later broadly adapted to other programs (such
as climate change or energy policy negotiations), were
included given their larger applicability to fact-based and
scientific negotiation training.
Simulation Classification
The first step in analyzing the dataset involved
deconstructing the architecture of negotiation simulations
in order to create a system to classify features as simple or
advanced (Table 3). The in-depth methodology involved
in deriving Table 3 can be found in Appendix A.
The simulation Bellicoso41(1998), was the only HBS simulation chosen given its
prominent displays of dynamic architecture as well as a focus on the resolution
of an intractable peace process. It’s structure and content are a departure from
the other simulations available at HBS, which focus on business transactions and
contract negotiations.
i

Architecture
Categories

Party
Architecture

Issue
Architecture
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Specific Criteria

Simple Negotiation
Simulations

Advanced Negotiation
Simulations

Parties

Two to four

Five or more

Levels

Bilateral or Bilateral-Multilateral
(with no intra-team conflicts)

Bilateral-Multilateral (with intra-team conflicts) or Multilateral

Relationships

Lack of power struggles; attitudes
do not affect other architectures

Embedded power struggles and pre-existing
hostilities; dynamic attitudes affect (and can
be affected by) other architectures

Linkages

Linkages do not interact; parties
and issue produce only a single
type of linkage

Dynamic web of linkages that affect and feed
back onto other linkages; each party and
issue produces multiple types of linkages

Issues

Either scorable or non-scorable;
issues are predetermined and static

Mix of scorable and non-scorable; not all
issues are pre-defined; issues (and interests)
change based on other architectures

Information

Distributed at outset of simulation; may be asymmetric between
parties

Dynamic; embedded uncertainty

Context

Background information is easily
digestible; background information content does not affect other
architectures

Background information causes cognitive
overload; context requires role-experts to digest; background information content affects
other architectures

Rules

Static, predetermined

Dynamic, undetermined
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Architecture
Categories

Temporal
Architecture

Specific Criteria

Simple Negotiation
Simulations

Advanced Negotiation
Simulations

Rounds

One round or multiple rounds with
reversible decisions or agreements

Multiple rounds; each round contains irreversible decisions or agreements discrete
from (yet carrying into) successive rounds

Decision-Making

Negotiation structured around
single agreement with reversible
decisions

Multiple, irreversible decisions or action-forcing events

Environment

Static

Adaptive

Table 3: A criteria developed to seperate simple from advanced features in negotiation simulations. Further information
regarding the derivation of Table 3 can be found in Appendix A.

Simulations were then classified as simple or advanced
according to Table 3’s criteria (Table 4 - Classification #1).
Advanced negotiation simulations were those that met at
least three complex architecture criteria. Additionally, in
order to merit an advanced classification, a simulation had
to belong to a at least two different architecture categories
(party, issue, or temporal architecture). For example,
a simulation that had advanced party and level criteria

(party architecture) as well as advanced issue criteria
(issue architecture) would be classified as an advanced
simulation. However, a simulation that had advanced
party, level, relationship, and linkage criteria (all party
architecture) would not be classified as advanced, given
that all of the advanced criteria stemmed from the same
category of architectureii.

Of note, several simulations contained multiple parties and levels, yet were
nonetheless classified as simple simulations as they did not span two different
architecture categories. Specifically, these simulations contained pre-defined
issues and did not leave open the possibility for creative solutions. For example,
if the simulation revolved around a hospital budget, the instructions around an
issue (e.g. emergency room funding) would be pre-defined (e.g. Option #1: fund $2
million, Option #2: fund $1 million, Option #3: do not fund), as opposed to providing
each character with a budget and allowing them to self-define an appropriate
funding amount based on their individual interests. As a result, these simulations
did not fulfill the advanced issue criterion, and thus did not span two different
architecture categories.
ii

Classification #1
Simple
Negotiation Simulations

Advanced
Negotiation Simulations
•

Do not meet the criteria for advanced
simulations.

Contain at least three advanced criteria
from Table 3.
and

•

The advanced criteria span at least two
architecture categories from Table 3.

Table 4: Classification #1 - the criteria used to separate simple from advanced negotiation simulations.
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Next, the advanced negotiation simulations were further
stratified into complicated multiparty simulations and
dynamically complex simulations (Table 5 - Classification
#2).
Complicated multiparty simulations contained
multiple parties, levels, and undefined issues yet did
not contain any dynamic elements. On the other hand,
dynamically complex simulations contained both changing
features and fulfilled at least one of the information, rules,
rounds, decision-making, or environment criteria in
Table 3iii.
Analysis Results
While the majority of simulations analyzed were
determined to be simple negotiation simulations (64.7%),
a substantial number of the simulations were classified
as advanced (35.3%). However, when the advanced
simulations were further stratified into complicated
multiparty and dynamically complex categories, it became
apparent that the complicated multiparty simulations
more than doubled the dynamically complex simulations
(24.4% to 10.9%).

When stratifying the advanced simulations into
complicated multiparty and dynamically complex exercises,
nearly all of the complicated multiparty simulations fulfilled
the same criteria from the party and issue architecture
categories. Specifically, these simulations tended to rely
on multilateral sides (advanced parties and levels criteria
within the party architecture) as well as mixed scorable
and non-scorable issues (advanced issue criteria within the
issue architecture). Theoretically, these simulations could
have also fulfilled the relationship, issue, and context
criteria and still be classified as a complicated multiparty
simulation; however, no complicated multiparty simulation
was found to display these other advanced features. On
the other hand, the dynamically complex simulations
varied greatly in their criteria and architectures, with some
fulfilling every category within the issue and temporal
architectures, and others only fulfilling one or two criteria
in separate architectures. No simulation analyzed was
found to have changing features and also fulfilled at least
one of the information, rules, rounds, decision-making, or

Advanced simulations had to contain two features in order to be classified as a
dynamically complex simulation: changing characteristics and fulfillment of at
least one of the information, rules, rounds, decision-making, or environment
criteria. The changing characteristic requirement was instituted in order to mirror
the prevalent dynamism found in today’s real-world negotiations. The second
requirement (fulfillment of one of the information, rules, rounds, decision-making,
or environment criteria) was introduced as a result of the advanced criteria of
these five features being the ones that most closely reflected reproducible aspects
of today’s real-world negotiations, found in Section V: Findings of Real-World
Complex Negotiations.
iii

Classification #2
Complicated Multiparty
Negotiation Simulations

Dynamically Complex
Negotiation Simulations
•

•

Fulfilled the advanced simulation criteria
from Classification #1.

and
•

and
•

No dynamic (changing) elements are
introduced throughout the simulation.

Fulfilled the advanced simulation criteria
from Classification #1.
Dynamic (changing) elements are
introduced throughout the simulation.
and

•

The simulation fulfills at least one of the
following complex criteria from Table
3: Information, Rules, Rounds, DecisionMaking, or Environment.

Table 5: Classification #2 - the criteria used to further separate the advanced simulations from
Classification #1 into complicated multiparty and dynamically complex negotiation simulations.
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environment advanced criteria, and not be able to be
classified as a dynamically complex simulation due to
not fulfilling at least three total advanced criteria across
two different architectures. Further information detailing
unique features of each dynamically complex negotiation
simulation can be found in Appendix B.

Dynamically Complex

10.9%

Advanced

35.3%
Simple

Complicated
Multiparty

24.4%

Simple

64.7%

64.7%
Graph 1A

Graph 1B

Graph 1: An analysis of simple vs. advanced simulations (Graph 1A), as well as a stratification of advanced simulations into
complicated multiparty and dynamically complex negotiations (Graph 1B).

V. Findings of Real-World Complex Negotiations
In order to inform the criteria that were derived for Table
3, as well as to propose recommendations to fill the
complexity gap in negotiation training, the distinct features
of complex real-world negotiations were identified.
Many examples of real-world negotiations, in addition to
academic literature on negotiation, system dynamics, and
network theory, were used to discover the unique features
of complex negotiations. These real-world negotiations
can range from large international trade accords to
difficult military withdrawals from intractable conflicts to
local legislative disagreements about sacred issues. Yet
despite their apparent differences, these negotiations
all contain at least one of a few key features: irreversibly
linked decisions, uncertainty and changing information, a
systems-based structure, the ability of participants to affect

the negotiation’s underlying architecture, and a network of
parties and interests42.
Irreversibly Linked Decisions
Negotiations are simply the methods by which groups
reach agreements in order to solve problems. As a
result, negotiations are often composed of many smaller
decisions that lead up to the final deal (or the problem’s
solution). Take for example, a peace accord between a
country and domestic guerilla fighters. The process for
reaching that deal is composed of countless decisions
on military disengagements, hostage situations, aid
packages, and other international partner agreements, in
addition to both sides deciding to agree to the actual final
peace deal.
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Irreversibly
Linked Decisions

Uncertainty and
Changing Information

Complex
Systems

Dynamic Negotiation
Architecture

Based Around
Networks

Negotiations are
composed of multiple
decisions that lead up to
a final agreement.

Negotiations occur under
ambiguous
circumstances; decisions
must be made despite
uncertainty.

The components of a
negotiation are highly
interconnected; the
outcome emerges from
these interactions.

The underlying structure
of a negotiation is
constantly being
modified.

Negotiations with a large
number of
interconnected parties
create an umbrella of
networks that form the
agreement.

Unique features of real-world complex negotiations.

In negotiations, some choices may be fluid and able to
be changed in the future (who to ally with, which issues
to advocate for), yet other decisions are irreversible43.
These permanent decisions have the potential to forever
cut off routes to an agreement (i.e. a narrowing of the
zone of possible agreement), while others may create
previously unthinkable partnerships. Furthermore, these
decisions do not occur all at once, but rather as time
progresses; an individual may make a very different choice
depending on what other parties have done in the past44.
This contrasts with simple negotiation simulations where
time is essentially ‘frozen’ and previous decisions can be
reversed until the final deal is reached. The irreversibility
of decisions in real-time has the potential to create wellstudied dynamics (i.e. the escalation of commitments and
other cognitive biases) that lead to eventual group failure.
Uncertainty and Changing Information
Real-world negotiations are filled with ambiguity. In fact,
some view the very nature of negotiation “as a process for
reducing [the] uncertainty” in today’s world45. Incomplete
information often surrounds other parties’ interests,
possible alternatives to a proposal, or if the final deal
is even possible. Complicated contexts and cognitive
overload breed uncertainty in negotiations; in these
cases, the most successful negotiators are those best able
to diagnose and sort through “the fog of information”46.
Additionally, newly introduced facts, developments, and
system shocks commonly force individuals to adapt their
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strategies in order to negotiate in complex scenarios47.
Complex Systems
Negotiations are built on interconnectivity; the
interactions of relationships, interests, and decisions are
what drive the negotiation process forward48. In other
words, real-world negotiations are chaotic systems of
interactions that are constantly feeding back onto other
parts, modulating them in nonlinear ways. For example,
when governmental organizations negotiate the dispersal
of recourses in a crisis situation, they must constantly
adapt to changes in mortality rates, resource scarcity, and
new information. This emerging system that is found in
real-world negotiations contrasts starkly with the majority
of simulations which are built linearly, providing players
with fixed goals that produce constrained strategies and
outcomes49.
Most real-world negotiations are adaptive systems in which
the environment responds to negotiators’ actions, and vice
versa50. The outcomes of these negotiations emerge from
the interactions between constantly reacting individuals
and the adapting environment. In these negotiations,
early decisions often have large affects on the outcome
(path dependence), while cycles of feedback loops can
create escalations that trigger irreversible thresholds51.
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Dynamic Negotiation Architecture
As many real-world negotiations are built from systems
interactions (as opposed to a fixed and predefined linear
structure), individuals have the potential to modify the
underlying architecture of the negotiation. They are able
to determine the rules of the negotiation, the parties
involved in the deal, which issues will be considered,
and many other central tenants of the negotiation52.
This shifting structure also creates dynamic interests
and relationships, forcing individuals to adjust their
perceptions and strategies regularly53.

Based Around Networks
In every negotiation, but especially in large international
agreements, actors exist within a network (or web) of
relationships with other individuals54. These network
negotiations are defined by the vast connectivity of actors
(i.e. multilateral trade deals or large financial agreements)
and the ways in which each deal affects multiple different
actors and future successive agreements55. For these
negotiations to succeed, individuals must navigate
complex webs in order to forge ongoing consent and
momentum towards a final deal56.
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PART FOUR

RECOMMENDATION ONE:
DESIGN COMPLEX SIMULATIONS

Given the proven benefits of negotiation simulations (in addition to the fact that Dragonfly’s clients expect customized
simulations), one way to close the complexity gap that exists between existing simulations and the skills negotiators
need to operate in the 21st century is to design more complex – yet still useful and relevant – simulations. The following
recommendations provide ways for Dragonfly to design complex simulations, based off of the previously identified features
of real-world negotiations, as well as a thorough analysis of the pedagogy behind the dynamically complex simulations that
can be in Appendix B. Complex simulations do not (and when created for a client that has a limited time for negotiation
training, should not) incorporate all of these recommendations into their design. However, by isolating one or two of the
most relevant design recommendations, Dragonfly’s new next-generation simulations can better close the complexity gap
that its clients face.

I. Design Simulations with Dynamic Architecture
In most negotiation simulations, the architecture is fixed;
the parties involved, the linkages those parties have, the
issues that will compose the final agreement, and the
rules of the negotiation do not change57. However, realworld complex negotiations contain dynamic architecture;
parties are constantly entering and exiting the agreement,
interests and relationships change based on decisions that
are made, and certain issues may not even be included in
the final deal.
Simulation designers can replicate the dynamism of realworld negotiations by injecting malleable architecture – as
well as ways for characters to change that architecture –
into their simulation. A simulation might allow characters
to vote other parties out of the room (if enough other
characters agree), thereby changing the party architecture.
It might allow for specific actions to end rounds early,
thereby inserting flexible process architecture into the
negotiation. Consider Bellicoso58 (1998), a ten-party
simulation surrounding a peace accord in a war-torn South
The term ‘architecture’ in this recommendation is used to describe the many different
types of architecture present in simulations. It is both different and similar to the
‘architecture categories’ found in Table 3 that describes broader classes of simulation
features/criteria. For this recommendation, one can assume that ‘architecture’ is
referring to the individual simulation features/criteria of Table 3, not the broader
‘architecture’ categories (Party, Issue, and Temporal).
iv
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American country. The simulation allows characters to
affect the linkage and party architecture through action
cards that can remove others from the game and thereby
shift the power dynamics. As the author explains,
The most powerful game-shaping opportunities [arise] in
the form of “red cards” that players receive at the outset and
can decide to play at any point in the game. For example, if
the minister of defense becomes concerned that the minister
of the presidency is going to sell out his troops, his red card
allows him to launch a coup to try to remove the president.
Likewise, the minister of the presidency can decide to try to
fire the minister of defense 59.
Negotiating and making decisions about a deal’s
architecture is often just as important as negotiating over
the substance of the deal itself. The individuals that can
create strategies to change a negotiation’s architecture
are not only able to thrive in complex circumstances; they
begin to view negotiations in an entirely new way.
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In-Depth: The Components of Dynamic Architecture
Dynamic Processes
Process architecture encompasses both the rules of the negotiation (the time each round lasts, how many signatures are needed to pass
a deal) and the procedural means by which a final agreement is reached (speaking and writing privileges). As one example, simulations
can insert this type of dynamism by allowing players to reduce or extend the time of rounds.

Dynamic Interests
Simulation can insert dynamic interests by providing characters with new information (memos, news updates) that dictate changes in
interests and goals. However, simulations can also let characters change one or two of their own or other parties’ interests as well. If the
simulation provides parties with overarching goals, but not specific interests, in their character’s background information (e.g. achieve a
successful peace deal, yet not dictate the exact terms of that deal), parties’ interests can adapt in accordance to others’ power struggles,
resource wasting, or momentum shifts.

Dynamic Issues
Inserting dynamic issues into simulations involves structuring a negotiation where issues are not guaranteed a place in the final
agreement. The inclusion of issues can be affected by coalitions, relationships, resources being spent, the rise of alternative agreements,
or by operating on a set of facts that precludes certain topics from being in the final deal (i.e. scientific simulations such as the Mercury
Negotiation Simulation60 (2013)). Alternatively, individuals can be given the opportunity to pressure issues onto the table. In Bellicoso61
(1998, one character possesses an action card that forces a certain issue onto the agenda, while another has a card that forces the other
side to release captive hostages. Both of these cards are beneficial to the character that plays them; yet they also contain a risk of failing
and backfiring – similar to the dangers of risky pressure-inducing actions in real-world negotiations.

Dynamic Parties
Inserting dynamic parties involves allowing players to determine which individuals can be in the agreement. Simulations can add this
dynamism by allowing parties to be removed by another character (or voted out by the majority) or by linking a party’s inclusion to
preconditions.

Dynamic Linkages
This aspect of negotiation architecture can be imbued into simulations by allowing participants to affect the linkages that connect them
to other players or issues. For example, if a character takes a position, it may create an unfair power dynamic that negatively impacts
linkages in a future round of the negotiation. Linkages tend to be formed across time. As a result, including this dynamic requires a
simulation to have multiple rounds.

Summary: Designing Simulations with Dynamic Architecture
Simulations can achieve dynamic architecture by inserting ways for negotiators to:
1. Change the process, such as the length of rounds or
voting procedures.
2. Adapt their own interests to meet a predetermined
goal.

3. Reduce or change the parties in the room.
4. Add or subtract issues from the final agreement.
5. Irreversibly change power linkages among parties.
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II. Design Simulations with Multiple Decision Points
Business leaders, policymakers, and non-profit organizations of the 21st century are tasked with making dozens
of influential decisions on a constant basis. For example,
consider a government negotiating an oil pipeline deal.
Apart from the many decisions that lead up to the final
agreement (choosing bidding companies, regulating environmental laws, addressing protestors), the original deal
is also negotiated within a broader geopolitical context
where other decisions (on military interventions, resource
management, and other loosely-linked accords) are simultaneously being made. No decision happens in isolation,
with each one constantly affecting the overall negotiation
and each party’s interests.
Unfortunately, the majority of simulations fail to mirror

this reality and lack multiple decision-points within the
negotiation. While it is true that in even the most simple
simulations negotiators are constantly choosing courses
of action – who to ally with, which interests to fight for,
and which positions to concede – these are often reversible
decisions that can be changed up until the complete deal
is finalized. Yet actors in the real world are faced with
irreversible decisions that affect both their relationships
and the negotiation outcome. Consider the affects that
new environmental laws, a changing political landscape,
or grassroots protest movements would have on an oil
pipeline deal.
Not only is inserting multiple decision points into
negotiation simulations more realistic, it also creates

In-Depth: Inserting Decision-Based Dynamics into Simulations
Escalation of Commitments
Inserting an irrational commitment dynamic into negotiation simulations requires creating multiple points throughout the simulation
where individuals must recommit to their original strategy. In order to accomplish this, the simulation should be designed to force
negotiators to strongly adopt a strategy at the outset (and personally attach themselves to that strategy, either through signatures or
verbal pledges), setting the stage for later escalation. Following this, the simulation should provide negotiators evidence that either
supports or disconfirms their choice, creating natural ‘reconsideration points’ for negotiators to examine their original course of action.
Most importantly, the simulation must incentivize negotiators not to change their original strategy in order to tempt individuals to
escalate their commitments. Simulations can achieve this by inserting sunk costs (brought about by forcing large investments in the
original strategy) or rewards for players if they do not change course. Additionally, the simulation can create a dynamic in which certain
individuals feel personally responsible for the initial strategy, or the design of the simulation can put players through such a grueling
process that completing the present course of action overrides all other considerations and evidence.

Groupthink
To imbue groupthink into a multiparty simulation, individuals should initially believe that they are collaborating, perhaps by sharing
a common end goal. Characters should either not have specified interests (or have specified interests but similar positions) in regards
to the decision that the simulation is arranging to fall prey to groupthink, thus masking the conflict until the group’s decision has
already been made. Furthermore, individuals should be able to form their own opinion about the group’s strategy, either by collecting
information from within the group, or succumbing to ‘in-group’ pressure and ignoring crucial facts. Ultimately, even if the players know
what their character wants to achieve by the end of the simulation, they should not know the exact route to get there – thus allowing
enough discretion so that individuals can challenge or succumb to the groupthink dynamic.
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the possibility for several complex dynamics to emerge.
Groups may continue making the same irreversible
decisions despite evidence that they should change course
(escalation of commitments), a phenomenon that results
from confirmation biases and impression management62.
Alternatively, groups faced with multiple decisions
may become consumed with a need for unanimity and
only consider a single course of action, failing to realize
the possibility that their decision could lead to failure
(groupthink)63.
Simulation designers can inject irreversible decisions
into the negotiation in several ways. Individuals can be
forced to spend resources throughout the negotiation
(such as to support their home country or business in a
tangentially related way), which narrows the final ZOPA
(zone of possible agreement). The simulation could
require multiple side-agreements to be reached as the
main negotiation is simultaneously progressing, with the
outcome each side-agreement affecting the final deal in a
unique way.

Consider the simulation Black Dog (2002)64, a nine party
negotiation involving the U.S. military building an air force
base in a South American country. An agreement requires
six signatures to be reached, however, once a negotiators
signs their name to a proposal it is permanent – they
cannot join another proposal even if the momentum
begins to shift. In the simulation Perfect Storm (2016)65,
negotiators must contribute funds to a final water pipeline
deal while citizens in one country continue to die of thirst.
Negotiators can choose to purchase water to help the
starving citizens, though by doing so, it irreversibly lowers
the funds they can give to the overall agreement.
Injecting multiple decisions into a simulation adds a
layer of administrative complexity to the process. Often,
an outside individual must collect side-agreements or
resources in order to determine how they affect the
negotiation. However, these dynamics impart invaluable
decision-making lessons to negotiators that cannot be
replicated by simple simulations.

Summary: Designing Simulations with Multiple Decision Points
Simulations can insert multiple decision points by:
1.
2.

Forcing smaller irreversible agreements to be due
before the final agreement is due.
Creating multiple rounds with consequential or
different agreements (or decisions) due each round.

3.

4.

Provide each player with resources (such as
funding) and force them to irreversibly spend those
resources throughout the simulation.
Adding any sort of irreversible dynamic.

III. Design Simulations with Embedded Uncertainty
1.
One of the hallmarks of real-world negotiations is that
they are filled with uncertainty. Individuals are constantly
forced to make decisions with incomplete or nebulous
information. Complex scenarios are filled with even
greater degrees of uncertainty, potentially crippling

decision makers that are not comfortable identifying and
managing the unknown. Yet despite the prevalence of
insufficient information in modern negotiations, very few
simulations imbue uncertainty into their designs.
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Inserting Different Types of Uncertainty into Simulations
The first step in navigating uncertainty in a negotiation
is being able to classify the type of uncertainty one is
facing in order to respond appropriately. Certain forms of
uncertainty – such as the effects that creating an alliance
with another individual will have on the final deal – may
become predictable through data gathering; other types
– learning if a deal will still be reachable if an unforeseen
disaster occurs – may remain unknowable no matter what
actions are taken.
One of the most straightforward frameworks that
identifies uncertainty classifies it along two dimensions:
issues and sourcesv, 67. Additional frameworks address
both the identification and management of different types
of uncertainty. VUCA is a framework that sorts uncertainty
into four categories (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and
ambiguity), depending on the knowledge of one’s actions
and the knowledge of one’s situation68. Each of these
classifications calls for a different approach to addressing
the particular type of uncertainty.
For example, if one’s situation is volatile (the results of one’s
action and the situation are known), then the uncertainty
lies not in which event will occur, but when an event
will occur. As a result, the solution calls for stockpiling
resources to prepare for the inevitable event69. On the
other hand, if a situation is complex (the results of one’s
action are known, yet there is much about the situation
that is unknown), an overabundance of information
has created an uncertain environment. As a result, the
solution calls for creating a framework of data sorting to
cut through the uncertainty70.

In a way, the very essence of negotiation is based upon
making the unknown, known: which combination
of positions will lead to a deal, individuals probing
recruitables in order to build coalitions. However, this
type of uncertainty (and the vast majority of unknowns
in simulations) is the uncertainty of the VUCA framework
(as opposed to volatility, complexity, or ambiguity). This
uncertainty is one where information about the present
situation is known, while the ramifications of the situation
and the effects of one’s future actions remain unknownvi, 71.

Issues concern what the negotiator is uncertain about: the context of the situation,
the alternatives available, or the potential outcomes of a decision. Sources, on
the other hand, concern the cause of the uncertainty: is it created from incomplete
information, conflicting interpretations of information between individuals, or from
an overwhelming amount of information72?

vi

v
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Table 6: Definitions, features, and solutions to VUCA
classifications. Adapted from Bennett, Lemoine: Harvard
Business Review (2014)66.

In other words, negotiators often know a lot about the current situation in the
simulation (the background, the issues on the table, the parties involved), yet they
don’t know the exact ramifications of that situation – which parties will have which
interests, how strongly will they preference those interests, and what will a final deal
look like. Furthermore, negotiators know the possible combinations of their actions
– theoretical recruitable parties, potential ways to advocate for an issue – yet the
consequences of those actions – can certain individual be recruited, will advocating
for a given issue create enemies – is unknown. (An alternative way to think about this
type of uncertainty is through the issue/source framework: the issue of this uncertainty
lies in the unknown potential outcomes of a given decision, while the uncertain source
is created from incomplete/asymmetric information between negotiators73). The
solution to this type of uncertainty is what occurs in most simulations: information
gathering and sharing. New knowledge – different players’ interests, BATNAs,
reservation points – provides negotiators with the information that they need to
form a deal; the skills required to acquire this knowledge (i.e. firm/flex commitments,
reality testing others’ BATNAs) is what most simulations try to teach.
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In-Depth: Designing VUCA Negotiation Simulations
Volatility
Simulations can contain volatile types of unknowns in order to teach negotiators about the merits of preparation and stockpiling.
(Volatile unknowns are potential changes in the current landscape that individuals know can occur; yet they do not know when they will
occur.) Creating a dynamic of an impending change in the simulation – such as rounds ending early or players forced to leave the room
– would force negotiators to build slack into their process and deal-design.

Uncertainty
The most common type of unknown in negotiations, uncertainty is already inserted into most negotiation simulations. Its identification
and solution is the ways in which players uncover information from each other (such as others’ previously unknown interests). However,
simulations can increase the complexity of this unknown by requiring negotiators to not only uncover information from each other, but
from the simulation itself. For example, in The Perfect Storm (2016)74, negotiators can choose to spend resources (which narrows the
ZOPA) to uncover additional information about an alternative final deal. Inserting this type of unknown allows negotiators to leverage
the lack of available information to their advantage, while forcing individuals to confront their own comfort-levels with incomplete
information.

Complexity
Complex unknowns are situations where information overload has caused confusion and chaos. Negotiators should create structures
that mirror the complexity of the circumstances to attempt to sort through the abundance of information. Such situations are common in
real-life negotiations (especially as technology has increased access to information), which require individuals to identify only the most
pertinent pieces of knowledge out of an overwhelming amount of information. Simulations with dense background or supplementary
materials can achieve this effect.

Ambiguity
The “unknown, unknowns,” ambiguous scenarios are ones in which both the cause and effects of actions are unclear, forcing individuals
to engage in incremental experimentation in order to succeed. Simulations can replicate this type of unknown if they provide many
potential (reversible) options on a given decision-point. This way, negotiators can choose to invest resources (time, money) into a single
unknown option, or experiment with several potential solutions.
		Adapted from Bennett, Lemoine: What a Difference a Word Makes:Understanding Threats to Performance in a VUCA World (2014)75

Yet as the VUCA framework shows, the world is filled with
other types of uncertainty as well: intelligence agencies are
faced with constant information overload, ongoing natural
disasters with unknown ends can leave policymakers
with unclear options. In order to teach individuals to
identify, manage, and solve the many different varieties
of uncertainty that exist, simulation designers should
be purposeful with the type of uncertainty they plan to
embed into the negotiation.
Even if negotiators playing the simulation have never heard
of an ‘uncertainty framework’, they should still be able to
succeed by classifying uncertainty in a vague manner (i.e.
recognizing if an unknown is one of when a change will
occur – which calls for stockpiling – or one of information

overload – which calls for new methods to structure that
knowledge). At the very least, inserting different types of
uncertainty into simulations should force negotiators to
ask themselves what they would need to know in order to
make a given decision.
Inserting Uncertainty about Underlying Assumptions
and Facts into Simulations
In addition to inserting various types of uncertainty into
a simulation, designers can also introduce uncertainty or
conflicting perspectives about the underlying truths of the
negotiation. This can be done in two different ways. In the
first, certain characters’ interests can doubt the validity
of facts in the negotiation. Take the Mercury Negotiation
Simulation (2013)76, where several countries, scientists,
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and NGOs are engaged in an international agreement to
address global mercury pollution77. Characters not only
have conflicting perspectives on how significant their
respective country’s contribution should be in solving
mercury pollution, they also doubt if mercury pollution is
even a valid problem. In their evaluation of the Mercury
Negotiation Simulation, the designers emphasize this
dilemma78:

the differing perspectives regarding the scientific
assessment that the agreement is based upon; otherwise,
arriving at a deal becomes impossible. In addressing
these discrepant views, the simulation imparts important
lessons about bridging seemingly intractable conflicts,
such as the importance of empathy and strategic
ambiguity in situations where even the underlying facts
are negotiable79.

One player takes on the role of an industry scientist, who
casts doubt on the assessment, while another role represents an NGO advocacy group actively lobbying for prompt
and sweeping global action. A third player represents an
intergovernmental scientific body, which presents information to the group without taking a position on any of the issues. These roles show students that science and scientific
actors come with varying points of view. Other players then
need to consider the contrasting perspectives each scientist
presents while evaluating their credibility.

Another way to achieve this dynamic is to provide
characters with conflicting information about a facet of
the negotiation. Doing so forces individuals to bridge
seemingly contradicting truths before proceeding to the
more traditional elements of the negotiation – swapping
tradable interests and deal-design. In The Perfect Storm
(2016)80, several characters contain conflicting information
about the odds that a given solution will solve the
simulation’s main water crisis. As a result, characters need
to advocate not just for which terms should be included in
the final agreement, but also for the very perspective the
group is using to base their decisions.

The conflict that emerges forces participants to recognize

Summary: Designing Simulations with Embedded Uncertainty
Simulations can insert different types of uncertainty by:
1.
2.

Creating a dynamic of impending change that
forces player to build slack or stockpile (volatility).
Forcing negotiators to make decisions or invest
resources in order to uncover new information
from the simulation itself (uncertainty).

3.

4.

Overwhelming the participants with information so
that they must sort through available knowledge to
succeed (complexity).
Introducing completely unknown elements that
require experimentation to decipher (ambiguity).

Simulations can insert uncertainty about underlying assumptions by:
1.
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Having certain characters doubt the validity of
facts within the negotiation (or the purpose of the
negotiation itself).

2.

Providing characters with conflicting information
about aspects of the negotiation.
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IV. Design Simulations with Dynamic Information
and System Shocks
One of the most important skills that next-generation
negotiators and leaders can learn is how to anticipate,
prepare for, and react to unexpected system shocks.
Whether it is national crises (such as the 2008 financial
meltdown or the BP oil spill) or industry-specific
disruptions (such as the ways digital streaming has
changed video consumption), the amount of change that
individuals must grapple with has skyrocketed in the past
decade – and will only continue to increase.
Simulations can help participants prepare for these
shifts by introducing new information throughout the
negotiation81. New facts can change the combinations
of possible outcomes that would produce a final deal,
adjust the interests or allegiances of characters, and cause
individuals to withdraw from previously agreed-upon
terms.
For example, an international negotiation may provide
memos to characters explaining that their government’s
interests have changed, creating a situation where they
must ally with previously adversarial neighbors. New
information might tell a character that they actually have
fewer resources than previously thought (that they can
contribute to the final deal), forcing them to adjust their
negotiation strategy ‘in the moment.’ In more advanced
exercises, the new information participants receive can
emerge from their actions (i.e. negotiators must purchase
information with resources or irreversible decisions lead
to new information).
Take the Aussie Air82 exercise, a five party negotiation over
the sale of an international airline company. In the middle
of the simulation, the administrator provides participants
with additional character-specific information in the form
of “rumors”83. Some of these rumors change perceptions
about the value of the airline while others hint that some
characters’ interests have changed. Additionally, the
exercise updates the BATNA of one of the parties in the

middle of the simulation, explaining that an uninvolved
company has placed a competing offer on the airline84.
In Arms Control on Cobia (2002)85, an eight party
international negotiation, three countries seek an
agreement concerning the disarmament of chemical
weapons. Midway through the exercise, crisis news
bulletins are introduced and reveal that one of the
countries is establishing a secret weapons base, changing
the “atmosphere” of the negotiation without directly
affecting the substance.
Designing simulations with dynamic information requires
having predesignated times (i.e. between rounds or once
certain parts of the negotiation have been agreed upon)
where the new information will be introduced. Though
having an administrator disperse the new information may
lead to the best outcome, negotiators can also be given
sealed envelopes and told to open them at certain times.
While providing sealed envelopes in advance negates
the need for a simulation administrator, the fact that
participants know that a “shift” is coming (since they all
have the envelopes) may affect their strategy, as opposed
to the unforeseen introduction with an administrator.
Simulation designers might also consider giving one
character certain information in their background and
explain that it is up to that particular individual if they want
to reveal this information to the other parties. However,
they can include the caveat that there is always a chance
for ‘reporters’ to discover this information and reveal it,
offering the negotiator a strategy dilemma.
Additionally, introducing dynamic information can
involve purposely omitting pieces of information in the
simulation’s background and allowing participants to
either ask for or purchase that information during the
negotiation. As Poitras, Stimec, and Hill (2013) explain86,
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Making additional information available only upon request
not only helps make the negotiation more realistic, but
it also highlights an important lesson: that complete
information is rarely available at the outset of negotiations
and additional research is often necessary.

not completely disrupt the experience and overshadow
athe rest of the negotiation. Instead, responding to
the new landscape should become one component
among many that individuals must deal with during the
negotiation.

However, when inserting new information, it is important
that negotiators do not feel “tricked”, causing them to lose
faith in the experience as well as in their own abilities.
The system shock that occurs cannot be a random event;
rather, it should be one that would theoretically occur in
the ‘world’ of the negotiation or one that directly results
from the group’s actions in the simulation. Furthermore,
the simulation designer should ensure that the shock does

Ultimately, adjusting to dynamic information allows
individuals to practice adaptive thinking and strategy
improvisation – skills that are required in solving today’s
wicked and intractable problems87. Not only do system
shocks teach negotiators ways to adjust ‘in the moment,’
they also emphasize the importance of developing
plans and strategies that incorporate the possibility of
unexpected changes occurring88.

Summary: Designing Simulations with Dynamic Information
Simulations can insert dynamic information and system shocks by:
1.
2.

Introducing new information during the simulation
that affects players in a specific manner.
Allowing participants to receive new information
upon request (or after resources have been spent)

3.

Changing a previously stable landscape with
system shocks (e.g. removing a player from the
negotiation, suddenly shrinking the ZOPA, or
introducing new requirements).

V. Design Simulations with Emergent Properties
In the common, linear view of negotiation, each
negotiator assesses their own interests, analyzes the
current circumstances, and then makes a decision that
produces an intended result89. However, real-world
negotiations involve additional actors, many decisions,
and a responsive environment. Each action produces a
reaction from either another player or the environment
itself – which in turn reflects back on the original player.
These constantly shifting feedback loopsvii are the basis of
the entire negotiation system90, 91.

Feedback loops are a dynamic in which an output of a system is reused to become a
new input of that same system, or modulates the original input in some way. Feedback
is the basis for any system (a set of multiple interactions that are highly connected)
as well as for complex negotiations; the combination of a system’s loops creates a
distinct pattern of behavior. Feedback loops can either be positive or negative127, 128.
vii
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In a systems-based view of negotiation, the vast
interconnectivity of each individual decision, the
relationships between actors, and the adaptive nature
of the environment create the complex structure of
the deal92. At a certain point, the emergence of a final
negotiated agreement will form93. However, a final deal
could not have been pre-fitted onto this system (i.e. from
backwards mapping prior to the negotiation), since the
momentum towards a deal, parties involved, and even the
issues incorporated into the final agreement emerge out
of the interactions within the negotiation. (For additional
information about negotiation and complex systems, see
Appendix C).
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Complex adaptive systems (CAS) are:

Complex

Dynamic

Adaptive

CAS involve many different
heterogeneous actors, with each
one making individual decisions
that directly or indirectly interact
with other variables.

CAS are based on feedback loops;
the system and actors respond in
non-linear and spontaneous ways.
Consequences of decisions are
often disproportional to actions.

In response to previous actions
and a shifting environment,
individual actors and their
decisions evolve over time .

Unlike in linear interactions or non-adaptive systems, the sum of a CAS cannot be determined by its individual parts;
rather, the final pattern of a negotiated agreement emerges out of the decisions of individual actors.

As an emergent deal is built upon levels of interactions,
structuring a simulation as a complex system with
emergent properties first and foremost requires
players to be given both quantitative and qualitative
background interests that are highly interconnected to
other individuals. Furthermore, the simulation should
not dictate how each player should proceed based on
their interests – emergence occurs when individuals are
allowed to forge their own paths forward. In other words,
there are a requisite variety of possible decision points
and relationships that make the outcome impossible
to backwards map before the simulation begins96, 97.
Negotiators should also be given some leeway to how
they prioritize their interests, further allowing them
to create their own path. As qualitative interests are
much more nebulous than quantitative ones, injecting
some qualitative goals into the simulation creates more
possibilities.
Creating a responding simulation environment further
allows the negotiation to mirror real-world emergent
properties as well as the challenges of negotiating both
with other individuals and within a broader landscape. A
simulation’s environment can be anything that responds
and adapts to players’ decisions. The environment may
involve a ZOPA that decreases as money is spent by
individual players, metrics (e.g. number of lives saved)
that change based upon players’ actions, or smaller deals
that once agreed to, irreversibly change the issues of the
final agreement.

In The Perfect Storm (2016)98, a failure of each country’s
Defense Minister to spend money on security each
round causes the respective country’s terror level (the
environment) to increase. If a terror level reaches a certain
point, certain players may be recalled from the negotiation
until the level is brought down (i.e. the environment is
adapting and responding to players spending – or not
spending – funds on security actions). In Bellicoso (1998)99,
the United Nations mediators have the option of playing a
“red card” that irreversibly shrinks the other negotiators’
budget (i.e. the environment is the total funds available).
In these examples, small irreversible decisions (e.g. turning
in resources, purchasing actions, minor agreements)
allow the environment to respond accordingly. As players’
decisions change with each iteration of the simulation, the
environment will respond slightly differently each time,
creating an emerging agreement unique to each group.
Finally, the interaction between highly connected interests
and decisions, as well as an adaptive environment,
creates feedback loops within the negotiation system.
Feedback loops are based off of modulation; their creation
depends on a simulation designer inserting interests and
relationships that are multifaceted enough to fall on a
spectrum, as opposed to those that are ‘all or nothing.’
Modulation gives way to nonlinear interactions, a hallmark
of dynamic systems100.
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Summary: Designing Simulations with Emergent Properties
Simulations can insert emergent properties by:
1.

2.

3.

Injecting irreversible decisions into the negotiation
(e.g. resource spending, side agreements) that
allows outcomes to emerge that were unable to be
previously predicted.
Providing participants with loosely defined
interests that are highly interconnected to other
individuals, allowing them to forge unique
strategies and outcomes.
Creating an environment that adapts to players’
actions and allows participants to constantly
modulate their behavior in response.

4.
5.

Injecting interests and relationships that fall on a
spectrum (as opposed to discrete outcomes).
Allowing parties to modulate many other dynamics
in the simulation (e.g. others’ interests, the ZOPA,
rules) in an irreversible way, creating responses that
feed back on to each other.

VI. Design Simulations with Networks of Relationships
In every negotiation, but especially in large multiparty
agreements, actors exist within a network (or web) of
relationships with other individuals101. As Brass and
Labianca (2012) explain, in complex, dynamic, and
uncertain negotiations (i.e. international multi-country
trade deals), the “networks of relationships […] provide
opportunities and constraints that are as much the
causal forces of negotiation outcomes as the strategies or
cognitions of the actors102.”
Networks of relationships can be formed around a variety
of features, such as shared interests, geographic proximity,
mutual adversaries, or temporary alliances. While some
networks may be built on a solid foundation of mutual
gains, others are much more fluid and can disintegrate
depending on developments in the negotiation
landscape. These relationships also provide networks
with distinguishing qualities such as high or low density
(how connected actors are to each other), high or low
cohesion (how information and resources flow through
the network), and the ability to contain clusters (highly
contained and smaller subgroups within a network)103.
In order to create network negotiations, designers must
build several smaller worlds (e.g. countries, companies).
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These foundational small worlds should be supplemented
with interests, issues, and relationships that span across
worlds, creating multi-dimensional networks built around
an assortment of features. The interactions of these
smaller networks eventually build a wider network that
encompasses the entire negotiation and materializes a
final deal104.
The main negotiation should be large enough that a
single actor or world cannot exert too much control
over the direction of the simulation. Actors should
have to navigate different types of networks to collect
information, forge relationships in order to break into new
networks, and seek out unusual partners in order to form
creative solutions to problems105. To infuse this dynamic,
smaller agreements can be incorporated into the main
agreement, with different networks having more control
or influence over particular negotiations. Another option
is to create a single, yet multi-faceted negotiation that
involves a large number of parties with differing views. In
this case, networks will begin to form their own proposals,
forcing actors to forge ongoing consent in order to drive
momentum towards a final deal106.
In

most

negotiations,

participants

face

problem
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uncertainty, where they must decide on a course of action
to address an issue107. However, in increasingly large
network negotiations, participants must not only decide
on actions that remedy problems, but also determine
where (in which network and by which actors) that
problem would be optimally addressed (termed network
uncertainty)108. In order to do so, individuals need to be
able to analyze the properties of heterogeneous networks
as well as the actors within each network.
Creating heterogeneous networks in simulations requires
injecting differences across characters in terms of power

dynamics, interests, and relationships. Actors (called
nodes in social network theory) can be identified based on
centrality (a measurement of the amount of connections
an actor has within a network), closeness (how closely
connected an actor is to others within a network), and
betweenness (a measure of how an actor serves as a
connection between other actors and networks)109.
Designers can place these properties into simulations by
creating hierarchical roles within small worlds, providing
characters with different linkages to others in their
background information, or by assigning characters to
various committees.

Summary: Designing Simulations with Networks
Simulations can emulate network negotiations by:
1.

2.

Building several small ‘worlds’ that connect to
each other across interests, relationships, common
goals, and other factors.
Creating many different types of networks based
upon a variety of features (e.g. involved in the
same deal, geographic proximity, mutual interests,
shared history).

3.

Injecting heterogeneity into smaller worlds, either
through character backgrounds or individuals’
actions during the simulation, forcing players to
navigate webs of network centrality, closeness, and
betweenness in order to negotiate successfully.
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PART FIVE

RECOMMENDATION TWO:

IMPLEMENT COMPLEX SIMULATIONS

Dragonfly’s clients often expect customized simulations that closely mirror their organizational realities. Such demands
offer a clear benefit: when simulations are directly relevant to participants’ fields of expertise, negotiators are shown to
be more engaged and adopt skills more effectively than if they had played unrelated simulations110. These “situationally
familiar” simulations offer Dragonfly the opportunity to teach its clients advanced concepts at an accelerated pace (as
participants retain higher amounts of information when they are familiar with the context of simulations111). As a result,
Dragonfly should customize simulations not just in terms of scenarios (e.g. climate-change negotiations for environmental
clients), but also in terms of the complex skills that its clients should learn in order to be successful negotiators in their
respective fields.

I. Build on Existing Program Design
Dragonfly works with clients that have a wide range of
negotiation experience. As a result, Dragonfly typically
designs programs that teach basic negotiation skills, before focusing on client-specific advanced skills. Many of
Dragonfly’s programs combine informative ‘lecture-style’
teaching sessions with simulations and small-group discussions. Dragonfly usually works with a client for a short
duration (1-3 days). However, Dragonfly also works with a
select number of organizations for longer periods of time
(e.g. their work with the Shades Negotiation Program over
the course of each year).
While Dragonfly should not attempt to incorporate complex negotiation skills in every one of its programs (i.e. programs lasting only one day or for those clients that want
‘general’ negotiation training), several of their programs
could conclude with advanced simulations that greatly
benefit the participants. After all, when constructing a negotiation program, Dragonfly already tailors its lessons to
the individual organization’s goals and field. For example,
an organization attempting to bridge the divide between
community members and police may receive a program
that focuses on mediation and facilitation. Placing one or
two advanced negotiation skills into its programs that are
directly relevant to the client would be both a continuation and evolution of Dragonfly’s current model.
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A two-day program that incorporates advanced negotiation concepts would still begin with an overview of basic
skills. Yet in the later stages of the program, an advanced
simulation would be introduced that simultaneously
builds on previous concepts and imparts new skills. After
all, “people do not retain what they learn unless it builds
on what they already know”.112
Consider Dragonfly’s work with a client that is focused on
enacting a progressive social policy in the United States
by working with Congressmen, lobbyists, media organizations, and grassroots activists. A sample program for
this organization could begin with general negotiation
training. However, in order for this client to succeed in its
mission, it needas to understand not just how to successfully negotiate at the table (e.g. achieving pareto optimal
solutions and separating interest from positions) but how
to get to the negotiation table. This client would be best
served with a final simulation that focuses on dynamic architecture, where participants can influence the very parties and issues involved in the deal. After all, in order to
advance their social agenda, this client may have to highlight certain topics in the media or cut opposing organizations out of their ‘deal’ with members of Congress – negotiation skills that can be taught with a concluding dynamic
architecture simulation.
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II. Sample Client-Based Program
Over the course of the year, Dragonfly works with the
Shades Negotiation Program, a group of 30 Israeli,
Palestinian, and International mid-career fellows from
the private, public and social sectors, to help build their
negotiating skills, enhance their management of complex
situations, and learn how to bridge seemingly intractable
conflicts113. In the example below, advanced negotiation
topics are built into a simulation in order to help these
participants fully achieve their goals.
Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process Simulation
Complex Negotiation Skills: One of the factors contributing
to the viscous cycle of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is the
ways in which small, irreversible decisions continue to lead
both sides further away from a peace accord. Whether it is
the ongoing expansion of settlements in East Jerusalem
or the West Bank, security operations that erode trust
on both sides, or corrupt governmental choices, each
decision has the potential to affect a final peace deal.
Unfortunately, most negotiation simulations regarding
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict occur in a “vacuum”: both
sides have a set amount of time to come to an agreement.
However, developing a client-based simulation based
upon the irreversible decision recommendation, offers the
opportunity for Dragonfly to teach its client about basic
negotiation skills, as well as more advanced lessons such
as the dangers of escalating commitments and the need to
view the “big-picture” when making individual decisions.
Negotiation Scenario: The negotiation includes 8 parties,
with four from the Israeli government and four from
the Palestinian government. Each party has a different
role with specific interests (i.e. the defense minister is
concerned about security) that conflict with other parties
both within and across sides. In order for the final deal to
be reached, at least 7 out of the 8 parties must agree to
the deal.

This negotiation simulation focuses on six main issues,
many of them “final status” issues established at the Oslo
Peace Accords. These issues include:
Security: concerns terrorism, future rocket launches, selfdefense of nations, future Israeli security measures and
operation in a Palestinian state.
Jerusalem: deals with the division of east and west
Jerusalem as well as access to holy sites.
Borders/Settlements: concerns land swaps and the borders
for a future Palestinian state, as well as the dismantling (or
expansion) of Israeli settlements.
Refugees/Law of Return: deals with ability of Palestinian
refuges to return to their state as well as future
development money given to the Palestinians.
Mutual Recognition: both sides must recognize each
other’s sovereignty.
Arab Allies/International Relations: concerns both states
relationships to the international community and their
influence on the peace process.

Law of Return

Security

Recognition

Issues
Jerusalem

Arab Allies

Settlements

Classic Simulation:
•
•
•
•

4 hours
6 issues in deal
Need 7 out of 8 parties
for an agreement
“Negotiation in a
vacuum”
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Complex Simulation:

Law of Return

•
•

Security

Recognition

Issues

•
•
•

Jerusalem

Arab Allies

4 hours
New decisions to make each
hour in addition to final deal
6 issues in deal
Need 7 out of 8 parties for an
agreement
Decisions made each hour have
consequences

Settlements

Security concerns
re: weapon
stockpiles in West
Bank

Hour One

Israel/Arab
neighbor regional
issues

Decision re:
demolish
or expand
settlements

PA in need of
development
money to gain trust
prior to elections

Hour Two

Hour Three

Hour Four

Complex Simulation Features: Had this negotiation
occurred in a typical simulation, the 8 parties would
have a fixed block of time to come to a final agreement.
However, under this structure, the decisions that each
party makes can be reversed at any time – a dynamic
that does not exist in the real Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Instead, using the irreversible decisions dynamic, parties
will be presented with choices to make each hour. These
decisions (such as how to respond to a security threat)
will have ramifications on final issues (e.g. enforcing strict
security in the present makes it harder to compromise on
security in the final deal), individual character’s jobs, and
parties’ relationships. Most importantly, once a decision is
made, it cannot be undone, forcing parties to consider the
impacts and trade-offs that each choice can have on the
final peace accord.
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III. Criteria for Success
Measuring the effectiveness of simulations is a difficult
endeavor. Measurements of simulations have historically
ranged across four levels 114:
•

•

•

•

Level One: Subjective evaluations of participants’
experiences. This tends to measure participants’
enjoyment of the negotiation as well as personal
sentiments regarding usefulness. Unfortunately,
subjective and self-reflective criteria are often colored
by personal biases.
Level Two: Measurements of participants learning
skills or knowledge following simulations. These
metrics isolate theoretical knowledge about specific
microskills (such as anchoring or information sharing)
and evaluate if participants have gained knowledge
about the subject due to the negotiation simulations.
Level Three: Behavior change. These metrics e if
participants can apply the skills and lessons from a
simulation to new circumstances. This level is often
considered the most important metric for simulations.
Level Four: The final measurements assess the impact
of a simulation across time, perhaps months or years
after the negotiation training.

However, Dragonfly can attempt to achieve more advanced
simulation metrics by clarifying the question zero;
specifically, how can it impart complex negotiation skills
through the use of simulations? By focusing on complex
skills, Dragonfly can gauge individuals’ progression in a
level three and four measurement.
In order for level three measurements to be applied to
complex simulations, Dragonfly can create various rating
categories for the assessment of each skill beforehand.
For example, if the advanced simulation incorporates
dynamic information, one of the skills can be “building
a plan that adapts to sudden changes in information.”
Participants can rate themselves on these skills before and
after each simulation. Several weeks (or months) later,
Dragonfly can send a follow-up survey to participants,
asking them to rate their level of competency of these
same skills (assuming they have been using them in their
organizations).

In simple simulations (such as two parties negotiating
over a salary), a single number can be used as a metric
for improvement. In these simulations, level two and
three measurements can be obtained if participants are
placed in similar simulations repeatedly, to determine
if their negotiation abilities have improved. However, in
more complex negotiations with multiple non-scorable
outcomes, simple numerical metrics are rarely indicative
of skills or performance. After all, a complex simulation’s
success is only partly based on each character’s outcome
(or measurable improvement in outcome); some of the
most worthwhile simulations are those where individuals
personally fail at their objectives, forcing them to confront
hard truths. As a result, past complex simulations have
used level one self-evaluation surveys and other subjective
metrics to measure the success of the simulation.
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IV. Barriers Analysis of Complex Simulations
Design Barriers:
Creating complex simulations is difficult and time-consuming.
Despite the benefits that complex simulations offer in imparting advanced skills unique to the 21st century, creating these
simulations requires more time and effort than writing simple simulations. Furthermore, as each client wants simulations
relevant to their field, the same simulations are not easily transferable from client to client.
Proposed Solutions:
1. Skeleton frameworks: Create simulation skeleton frameworks, incorporating one or two complex concepts that contain
permanent negotiation dynamics, structure, and lessons. With each new client, the ‘stories’ and ‘characters’ can be
placed onto the skeleton, thus allowing for more transferable complex simulations that remain customized.
2. Build on existing simulations: The complex dynamics from existing simulation and examples mentioned in this report
can be tailored into customized simulations. Specifically, the dynamics from these simulations that impart complex
concepts (i.e. decision-making or information uncertainty) in a concise way can be replicated, while simultaneously
adding new ideas and context.

Implementation Barriers:
Complex simulations are difficult to administer.
Many complex simulation dynamics, specifically inserting an adaptable environment and allowing players to make
multiple irreversible decisions, add a layer of administrative hassle to implementation. These dynamics often require a
trained facilitator (i.e. a Dragonfly staff member) to monitor each group and hand out new information, insert resources or
side agreements into excel spreadsheets, or announce the ends of rounds. This can prove problematic if a client training
involves dozens of individuals, forcing multiple simulations to be run concurrently.
Proposed Solutions:
1. Focus on one or two dynamics: Simulations with multiple complex features – specifically an adaptive environment
– understandably require more staff facilitation than simulations that include only one or two complex dynamics.
While simulations with multiple dynamics offer unique opportunities for participants to learn many skills at once,
they can be overwhelming for individuals with limited prior negotiation training. Focusing on one or two dynamics
(e.g. dynamic information, embedded uncertainty, or network negotiations) allows the client to discover important
lessons, while streamlining Dragonfly’s role in each simulation.
2. Simplify administration: When administration is required, a simulation’s design should preemptively simplify the
staff member’s role in facilitating the negotiation. For example, instead of forcing a staff member to hand out new
information, participants can be given sealed envelopes and told to open them at a designated time.
3. Engage computer-based platforms: Computer platforms can also simplify the staff member’s role, specifically when
participants’ decisions change the simulation’s environment. A premade excel spreadsheet can be sent out to each
group (as long as it does not unintentionally reveal underlying negotiation architecture) so that members can input
their own decisions. Alternatively, news announcements can be emailed to participants instead of handed out inperson. Online negotiation platforms (such as iDecisionGames) can also be utilized, though uploading complex
simulations to these companies may require extra effort on the part of the simulation designer.
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Pedagogical Barriers:
Negotiation simulations are less effective training tools than originally hypothesized.
Though negotiation training has long relied on simulations as a pedagogical tool, recent research has begun to cast doubt
on the effectiveness of simulations. A handful of reviews conclude that while simulations undoubtedly enhance participant
motivation and positive attitudes, they do not necessarily produce ‘more skilled’ negotiators compared to individuals
that undergo non-experiential learning negotiation training115. The effectiveness of simulations were found to decrease if
the exercise was not realistic, was overly simplistic, was not directly relevant to the participants, and if the experience of
individuals (in terms of enjoyment and lessons learned) varied widely within a given simulation116.
Proposed Solutions:
1. Create Realistic Client-Specific Simulations: Highly skilled negotiators operating in government and diplomatic arenas
report that they benefited the most from simulations that were about their specific fields117. Specifically, when
simulations directly foreshadowed a realistic future negotiation that the participants were going to be in, those
involved gained directly applicable skills and strategies.
2. Complement Simulations with Other Techniques: Simulations are only one of many training techniques that negotiation
programs can rely on. Additional tools (such as case-studies, fishbowls, traditional lectures, and strategic planning
sessions) can provide participants with a more holistic negotiation skillset, especially if the additional training tools
are highly supplemental to the themes within the simulations.
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PART SIX

RECOMMENDATION THREE:
ADDITIONAL PEDAGOGY

I. Additional Negotiation Training Methods
Several new pedagogical negotiation training methods
have begun to emerge in order to supplement traditional ‘classroom-style’ teaching as well as experiential simulations. While an in-depth analysis of these methods is
beyond the scope of this report, a brief overview of alternatives to simulation-based training has been provided
in order to help Dragonfly begin to think about different
directions to explore in the future.
Adventure-Based Learning
One of the most common supplements to classic
negotiation simulations is adventure-based learning, a
process that takes participants into real-world settings
to negotiate119. This usually involves having participants
venturing into the local community to negotiate with
strangers or other program participants, or complete
a goal that involves real-world risks (e.g. bargaining
with store-owners for food, giving participants financial
motivations to achieve a goal). Adventure learning has
the potential to offer important lessons about real-world
social processes that simulated experiences cannot.
Furthermore, negotiating with strangers in the community
– who posses varying degrees of negotiation experience
– offers a more realistic experience to real-life, compared
to solely negotiating with other program participants
learning the same concepts120.
Negotiating in this type of environment often forces
participants to think creatively (instead of solely
academically) as well as spontaneously – knowing that
anything could potentially happen when they are placed
outside the safety of the typical negotiation workshop
(bypassing the issue of individuals attempting to ‘figure
out’ or ‘hack’ a simulation)121.
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Pseudo-Reality Experiences
Another supplement to traditional simulations involves
placing participants in realistic scenarios based off
of current or historical real-world events122. Unlike a
simulation where participants are given instructions,
character guides, and details and about their goals/
interests, in pseudo-reality, participants may be given less
background information. Instead, players create their own
interests and goals based off of the brief scenario, allowing
for an emergent experience that is not predetermined. In
some pseudo-reality cases, participants are purposely
asked to play characters from significantly different
backgrounds (e.g. having Israelis and Palestinians play
the other nation’s representatives in a pseudo-reality
peace talk). This allows participants to cognitively and
emotionally construct negotiation schemas from an
opposite point-of-view than they are used to123.
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APPENDIX A

SIMPLE VS. COMPLEX SIMULATION
ARCHITECTURE

Negotiations, as well as negotiation simulations, are
composed of many different variables. Given the wide
differences in various types of negotiations, no single
criteria exist to analyze the dynamics of negotiation
simulations. Yet without a coherent structure to examine
simulations, differentiating simple from complex
simulations would become an inconsistent process. As
a result, I have compiled several analytic frameworks of
negotiation dynamics into one criteria, in order to better
characterize complexity.
Crump (2015) describes the aspects of a negotiation as
the architecture (the number of parties and sides), context
(outside information the parties require to negotiate
successfully), the relationships between parties, the
historical process, and the parties’ and/or group’s decisionmaking (how decisions are made, by which parties, and
their effects on the ongoing negotiation124. In this sense,
complexity can result from increased complications of
one variable (i.e. several dozen parties) or the increased
interactions of many variables with each other (i.e. several
parties making multiple decisions in a complicated
context)125.
•

Architecture: defined as the parties involved in the
negotiation as well as the sides of those parties
(bilateral, bilateral-multilateral, or multilateral).
Bilateral sides are two sides with one actor on each
side (two party), Bilateral-Multilateral are two sides
with more than one party per side (with or without
team unity), and Multilateral is defined as three or
more distinct sides to the negotiation126.

•

Context: the background and facts of the negotiation as
well as the historical, cultural, and legal circumstances
that have led to the present negotiation.

•

Relationships: defined as the distribution of
power between parties, which is created from
an understanding of each side’s alternatives,
resources, interests, and goals. It also refers to the
communication patterns and relationship rapport
between parties.

•

Process: the immediate past-events that led to the
present negotiation, as well as the events that will
lead to a negotiation outcome. This includes critical,
“turning point” moments in the negotiation.

•

Decision-Making: defined as both the rules that parties
agree to follow during the agreement (as they decide
to accept those procedures) as well as decisions that
move the negotiation forward.

In contrast to Crump, Watkins (2003) defines a negotiation’s
components slightly differently, making a distinction
between variables that tend to be highlighted in simple
negotiations, as opposed to those featured in complex
negotiations156.
Variables of All Negotiations (Simple and Complex)
•
Issues: the actual content of the negotiation that
provides opportunities to create and claim value.
With single-issue negotiations (or negotiations where
only a few issues are involved), parties are often
forced into a distributive process where value can
only be claimed, compared to negotiations with many
issues that allow for an integrative process (both the
claiming and creation of value).
•

Rounds: discrete intervals of time. New agreements
can be secured each round or each round can lead to
one final agreement, with relationships, linkages, and
decisions carrying over into successive rounds.

•

Rules: the governing structure of the negotiation that
dictates how the process will unfold. Rules can be
fixed or negotiable.

•

Attitudes: the pre-existing sentiments parties have
toward each other. Attitudes can evolve as the
negotiation progresses.

Variables of Complex Negotiations Only
•
Parties: the players involved in the negotiation,
ranging from two to many. Parties are the nodes that
build and break coalitions based on their interactions.
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•

•

Levels: the “sides” each party takes around various
issues.
Levels can differ between and within
organizations, creating agreements that require
internal and external negotiations to succeed.
Linkages: the interaction between parties based
on certain issues, creating a smaller self-contained
negotiation. Complex negotiations involve multiple
closely tied linkages between many parties over a
variety of issues across time. Linkages can be157:
•
Competitive: a linkage where an agreement
in one negotiation prevents an agreement in
another negotiation from occurring.
• Reciprocal: agreements must be reached in
multiple linked negotiations for the overall,
final negotiation to succeed.

•

•

Synergistic: a linkage between two parties where
the link has aided both parties in achieving their
goal in a single trade or the overall agreement.
Antagonistic: a linkage between two parties
where the link has hurt both parties in achieving
their goal in a single trade or the overall
agreement.

Combining all of these architectures with the previously
discussed real-world features of complex negotiations
(see Part Three: Features of Real-World Complex
Negotiations) allowed me to create Table 3 and classify
simulations accordingly.

Table 3: Criteria for Identifying Features of Complex Simulations
Architecture
Categories

Party
Architecture

Issue
Architecture

Temporal
Architecture
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Specific Criteria

Simple Negotiation
Simulations

Advanced Negotiation
Simulations

Parties

Two to four

Five or more

Levels

Bilateral or Bilateral-Multilateral (with
no intra-team conflicts)

Bilateral-Multilateral (with intra-team conflicts) or
Multilateral

Relationships

Lack of power struggles; attitudes do
not affect other architectures

Embedded power struggles and pre-existing hostilities; dynamic attitudes affect (and can be affected
by) other architectures

Linkages

Linkages do not interact; parties and
issue produce only a single type of
linkage

Dynamic web of linkages that affect and feed back
onto other linkages; each party and issue produces
multiple types of linkages

Issues

Either scorable or non-scorable; issues
are predetermined and static

Mix of scorable and non-scorable; not all issues are
pre-defined; issues (and interests) change based
on other architectures

Information

Distributed at outset of simulation; may
be asymmetric between parties

Dynamic; embedded uncertainty

Context

Background information is easily digestible; background information content
does not affect other architectures

Background information causes cognitive
overload; context requires role-experts to digest;
background information content affects other
architectures

Rules

Static, predetermined

Dynamic, undetermined

Rounds

One round or multiple rounds with
reversible decisions or agreements

Multiple rounds; each round contains irreversible
decisions or agreements discrete from (yet carrying into) successive rounds

Decision-Making

Negotiation structured around single
agreement with reversible decisions

Multiple, irreversible decisions or action-forcing
events

Environment

Static

Adaptive
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APPENDIX B

LIST AND FEATURES OF DYNAMICALLY
COMPLEX SIMULATIONS

Title: Adam Baxter
Author: Kathleen McGinn, Katherine Lawrence, and Priscilla Offenhauer
Description: A series of three negotiation exercises portraying management/labor relations at ABC over a period of seven
years. ABC, initially a family-owned business, had prided itself on its cooperative relationship with its union, Local 190.
With the skyrocketing inflation of the 1970s, management considered drastic changes. Management and labor would
undergo a series of negotiations over wages, benefits, and work conditions at ABC’s main plant in Deloitte, Iowa. The
learning objective is to help students “develop an understanding of the complexities of management/labor relations; to
develop negotiation skills in ongoing team negotiations over time.
Dynamic Features:
Relationships: The details of each agreement can have negative impacts on the parties’ relationships in subsequent
rounds.
Linkages: Present negotiations are connected to the outcomes (and dynamics) of past negotiations. Present negotiations
affect future agreements and relationships.
Information: New information is introduced each round, describing new issues and developments.
Rounds: A three-round negotiation, jumping several years forward with each new round. The agreements made in past
rounds affect the details of issues (as well as relationships) in successive rounds.
Title: Arms Control on Cobia
Author: P. Terrance Hopmann
Description: Multi-issue arms control negotiation among representatives of eight fictional countries.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Parties receive news bulletins that change the atmosphere and tone midway through the negotiation,
though the information does not have a direct impact on the issues under discussion.
Title: Aussie Air
Author: Brooks Holtom, Adam Bellotti, & Catherine Tinsley
Description: A quantifiable, 5-party multi-issue, quantified with points, negotiation exercise modeled on the Macquarie
Bank-led consortium’s takeover attempt of Qantas Airlines. The purpose of the exercise is to demonstrate how
negotiations are influenced by social context: new information, changing interests, and shifting coalitions.
Dynamic Features:
Information: New information, in the form of “rumors” are provided to negotiators in the middle of the exercise. Some
“rumors” change perceptions about the value of the airline while others hint that some characters’ interests have
changed. Additionally, the exercise updates the BATNA of one of the parties in the middle of the simulation, explaining
that an uninvolved company has placed a competing offer on the airline
Title: Bamara Border Dispute
Author: Michael D. Landry
Description: Two-team, multi-issue negotiation between representatives of two fictional countries regarding a disputed
border and a military stand-off.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Parties receive telegrams midway through the negotiation that forces/encourages them to make decisions
about cease-fire or withdrawal. The information contains risk assessments about odds of success pertaining to certain
issues in the negotiation.
Decision-making: Parties can order a cease-fire or withdrawal of troops to prevent war from breaking out. These
decisions are separate from other issues in the negotiation.
Title: Bellicoso
Author: Michael Watkins, Stephen Reifenberg
Description: Bellicoso is a multi-party conflict resolution simulation based loosely on the bitter civil war in El Salvador.
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It is designed to explore issues in: 1) the management of interactions between external negotiations between sides and
internal negotiations within them, 2) the tensions that get created when parties can resort to various forms of “violence”
in order to “change the game,” 3) the ways that third party intervenors can “gain entry” into a conflict in order to mediate
it, and 4) the use of staged agreements to build momentum toward settlement. Negotiations take place between a
government team and an opposition team, each consisting of four players, and are facilitated by a UN mediator, a total of
nine distinct roles.
Dynamic Features:
Parties: Individuals can play action cards that remove certain parties from the agreement for a set amount of time.
Linkages: Action cards and decisions made (cease-fire) affect the negotiations that will come in future rounds (about the
broader peace deal). Power dynamics change based on action cards.
Issues: Individuals can force issues onto the agenda or ensure a hostage release by playing action cards.
Rounds: The total budget contracts each round depending on other decisions made within the game (cease-fire, action
cards played).
Decision-making: Parties must agree to a cease-fire (an agreement within the larger agreement) to prevent the budget
from contracting. This decision/agreement can be made at any time. Additionally, players can decide to play action
cards (that may or may not succeed) in order to change certain architecture in the game.
Environment: The total budget available expands or contracts in response to certain action cards, the agreement of a
cease-fire, or decisions made by the United Nations.
Title: Bepo Dam Plan
Author: Todd Schenk
Description: Eight-party negotiation regarding climate change issues in a situation loosely based on the situation in
Ghana.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Parties receive incomplete information or conclusions without any supporting evidence. Information
between parties is contradictory. Forecasts must be made with embedded uncertainty.
Title: Black Dog
Author: David Bongi, Howard Cohen, Gary Crone, and Steven Huber
Description: Nine-party negotiation around the building of a U.S. military air force base in a South American country.
Dynamic Features:
Issues: The point values of certain issues change after the first round, as well as after new information is introduced at the
mid-negotiation break.
Information: New information regarding the outcome of an election is introduced at the mid-negotiation break.
Rules: After the first round, parties are no longer limited to meeting in groups of three or less.
Decision-making: Once a negotiator signs their name to a proposal it becomes permanent and cannot be changed.
Title: Connoro Pretorian
Author: Arvid Bell
Description: A two-round, mediated, five-party exercise about the building of an energy plant.
Dynamic Features:
Parties: A new party (mediator) is introduced into the simulation for the second round.
Relationships: The details of the decided agreement in the first round can have negative impacts on the parties’
relationships in the second round.
Information: New information about both parties as well as leaked emails about the previous round’s agreement is
introduced during the midway break of the negotiation.
Rounds: The agreement made in the first round (as well as the location of litigation) affects the agreement in the second
round.
Title: Dioxin: Waste to Energy Game
Author: Denise Madigan, Steve Foster, and Lawrence Susskind
Description: Six-party, multi-issue negotiation among four scientists, a city representative, and an environmentalist to
develop the city’s solid waste management strategy.
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Dynamic Features:
Information: The scientific information available to parties is incomplete and uncertain.
Title: Federal Lands Management: Negotiating a Resource Management Dispute
Author: Consensus Building Institute, Montana Consensus Council and Bureau of Land Management
Description: Facilitated multi-party negotiation over the appropriate environmental, commercial, residential, and other
uses of federal lands in the Rocky Mountains.
Dynamic Features:
Parties: Parties must negotiate and justify their involvement in the negotiation before it begins.
Rules: The rules of the negotiation are undecided and must be determined before the negotiation begins. As a result,
there is the possibility that the rules (i.e. voting procedures) could change midway through the negotiation.
Title: Global Management of Organochlorines
Author: Lawrence Susskind, Sarah McKearnan, Mike Gordon, Adil Najam, Joshua Secunda, Granville Sewell, Parag Shah
and Andrea Strimling
Description: Thirteen-person, multi-issue facilitated negotiation among eight country representatives, four NGO
representatives, and a working group chairperson must draft a treaty aimed at reducing harmful Organochlorines.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Scientific uncertainty is embedded into the simulation.
Rules: The rules of the negotiation (specifically, who is paired for the ‘presentation’ section) are undetermined. The rules
of ratifying the treaty (i.e. voting procedures) are able to be negotiated.
Title: Hitana Bay Development Simulation
Author: International Program for the Management of Sustainability, with Lawrence Susskind
Description: Ten-party, multi-issue negotiation among government, development, industry, labor, and preservation
interests over port improvements, real-estate development, and environmental protection in a Caribbean island harbor
expansion.
Dynamic Features:
Issues: Funding is unlocked depending on the positions taken on certain issues, as well as the linkages that form among
players.
Information: There is uncertainty about future conditions and impacts surrounding certain issues. Information about
issues and potential outcomes change, depending on options inputted into the simulation’s computer model.
Title: Indopotamia: Negotiating Boundary-Crossing Water Conflicts
Author: Catherine M. Ashcraft under the supervision of Professors Lawrence Susskind and Shafiqul Islam
Description: A nine-party, mediated, multi-issue negotiation involving a dispute over the allocation of land and water
resources shared by three countries in an international river basin.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Uncertainty exists regarding the role of experts, the location of water, and the need for data collection.
Title: Kaotian Crisis
Author: Bruce Patton
Description: Two-team, ten-party international crisis negotiation between U.S. and “Kaotian” military and security
officials to address Kaotian seizure of an American vessel and the ensuing military crisis.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Factual updates are given out midway through the negotiation. Both sides must send messages and
analyze the messages that come from their opponent.
Title: Lake Wasota Fishing Rights
Author: Denise Madigan, Tod Loofbourrow with teaching notes by Eileen Babbitt and Lawrence Susskind
Description: Six-party, six-issue, scorable negotiation among representatives of tribal, state, federal, recreation, and
business interests over fishing rights in a large lake.
Dynamic Features:
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Issues: Due to new information provided during the simulation, participants’ interests and priorities change, bringing
new deal-options onto the table.
Information: Parties get special telegrams during the negotiation with supplementary material. Without this new
information, the interests of the parties involved would have prevented a deal from occurring.
Rules: Voting procedures change temporarily, as a result of the new information provided.
Title: Managing Groundwater Beneath the Pablo-Burford Border
Author: Lawrence Susskind
Description: Two-team, ten-person, multi-issue, co-chaired negotiation between representatives of two adjacent
countries regarding the transboundary management of a severe water shortage crisis.
Dynamic Features:
Issues: Players are given discretionary funds to commit to the project if they feel that other conditions or relationship
goals have been met. The use of these funds are dynamic and can be withdrawn depending on the individual player and
the negotiating environment.
Information: There is significant uncertainty surrounding the negotiation, as no direct comparison statistics between
the two countries exist, in addition to uncertainty regarding intra-country statistics. As a result, the information the
negotiation is based upon is called into question.
Title: Marsh County Case
Author: John Perryman
Description: A set of four simultaneous and potentially interactive multi-party negotiations among locally elected
officials, industry representatives, and community leaders regarding a range of economic, educational, environmental,
and social issues.
Dynamic Features:
Issues: As certain issues are voted on in the various groups, the options and priorities of individuals in other groups
change.
Information: One of the groups receives a message during the simulation that another individual would like to join their
group.
Decision-Making: As the four interconnected groups can vote on issues at any time, such ratified agreements would
irreversibly affect the other groups in the negotiation.
Title: The Mercury Negotiation Simulation
Author: Leah C. Stokes, Lawrence Susskind, and Noelle E. Selin
Description: The mercury game is a role-play simulation aimed at scientists, students and decision makers. Playing the
game will help participants explore the consequences of representing scientific uncertainty in various ways in a policy
context.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Characters have conflicting perspectives on scientific data and also doubt if mercury pollution is even a
valid problem. The very need for the negotiation is shrouded in uncertainty, which creates problems as parties attempt
to find common ground.
Title: National Energy Policy Simulation
Author: Eric Jay Dolin, Daniel Greenberg and Lawrence Susskind
Description: Complex multi-party, multi-issue negotiation among political, industry, environmental, and consumer
leaders and lobbyists to develop a detailed proposal to reduce U.S. vulnerability to changes in energy prices and supply.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Two media commentators provide reactions and new international events that can influence the other
negotiators. The lobby groups are allowed to send mail to individual negotiators to provide them with potentially new
information.
Rules: The decision rules can be negotiated.
Title: Pacrim Dispute
Author: Ericka Gray
Description: Three-party, multi-issue international trade negotiation among three culturally different countries over
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which of two countries will export rice to the third; includes coalition and ongoing relationship issues.
Dynamic Features:
Information: The price of goods (and thus, parties’ BATNAs) change in future rounds.
Context: The culture that each party comes from affects the ways they interact and the deal they can reach.
Rounds: There are ten rounds in the simulation, with the combination of parties negotiating changing each round. New
rounds have the potential to bring new information.
Title: The Perfect Storm
Author: Audrey Baker and Derek Pham
Description: A complex, fast- paced, multi-party negotiation exercise focused on the building of a water pipeline across
three fictional Middle-Eastern countries.
Dynamic Features:
Parties: Parties can be voted out of the room; the parties present change based on an adaptive environment.
Linkages: Players are interconnected based on countries, ministry position, and past decisions made. As the negotiation
progresses, past linkages affect decisions made in the future.
Issues: Individuals can purchase another alternative solution to the water crisis, adding new issues and preferences to
the negotiation. The interests of players regarding certain issues change as the pipeline companies submit bids, deaths
accumulate, or the total budget shrinks.
Information: Characters have conflicting information about the odds that a given solution will solve the water crisis. New
information in the forms of memos is constantly introduced to players each round. News Updates at the start of each
round explain changes in the environment (budgets, deaths, side agreements, etc.). News Updates also contain gamechanging shocks.
Rounds: Decisions must be made before the end of each round. Certain rounds contain new rules (i.e. bidding
procedures). As each round progresses, the dynamics of the simulation change.
Decision-making: Each player has a given amount of funding in order to purchase water aid, additional security, help
fund side deals, or to secure the final water pipeline. These decisions are made constantly and change each round.
By choosing to purchase water or security, players irreversibly lower the funds they can provide to the overall pipeline
agreement.
Environment: There are several facets of the simulation’s adaptive environment, including budget changes and the
resolutions of side agreements. The number of starving and dying (as well as the affects those deaths have on the
negotiation) change, depending on the amount of water aid purchased each round. A failure to spend money on security
each round causes terror levels to increase. If a terror level reaches a certain point, some players may be recalled from
the negotiation until the level is brought down through new security purchases. Endorsements by certain players (for the
agreement or political positions) change the amount of funding available.
Title: Puerto Mauricio Development Conflict Simulation – Parts I & II
Author: Mieke van der Wansem, Tracy Dyke and Lawrence Susskind
Description: Thirteen-person, multi-issue, two-round, partially scoreable negotiation among government, industry,
environmental, and farming stakeholders to develop a land-use plan (Part I) and among additional government
stakeholders over plan approval (Part II)
Dynamic Features:
Decision-Making: The agreement from part I is sent to a committee in part II to be voted upon.
Title: Technology Equipment Partners
Author: Tracey Brenner, under the supervision of Lawrence Susskind
Description: Two-team, six-party, four-issue negotiation between representatives of two corporations setting up a
simultaneous high-tech joint venture and purchasing agreement.
Dynamic Features:
Information: Uncertainty surrounds the technology that the negotiation is concerned with.
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APPENDIX C

IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF COMPLEX
SYSTEMS NEGOTIATIONS

Complex System Negotiations
In the common, linear view of negotiation, each negotiator
assesses their own interests, analyzes the current circumstances, and then makes a decision that produces their
intended result129. In other words, “the gap between the
situation [a negotiator] desires and the situation [a negotiator] perceives defines [the] problem”130.

A.

B.

Figure 1: Linear negotiation model131.

However, real-world negotiations involve additional actors and a responsive environment. In these circumstances, complexity arises from the interactions of decisions
made by many different negotiators, not from the many
possible decisions of a single negotiator. Each action produces a reaction from either another player or the environment – which in turn, reflects back on the original player.
These constantly shifting feedback loops are the basis of
the entire negotiation system132, 133.
Feedback loops are based off of modulation; their creation depends on a simulation designer inserting interests
and relationships that are multifaceted enough to fall on
a spectrum, as opposed to those that are ‘all or nothing.’
Modulation gives way to nonlinear interactions, a hallmark
of dynamic systems. As Islam and Susskind (2013)136 explain, nonlinearity is when “the smallest causes can have
large effects, while factors generally considered primary
may have no effect at all.”
Figure 2 represents a complex system of feedback loops
that interact in various ways. Unlike in linear models
(Figure 1) where the cause and effect of actions are known,
the relationships between cause and effect in complex
systems may be large, small, known, or even unknown137.
The double loops in Figure 2 allows the negotiator to
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Figure 2: A. Simple system model134, B. System model
with the environment and other actors135.

witness the results of their actions on other actors as well
as the environment, in order to respond accordingly 138.
As they depend on the decision-making of two separate
players, these loops are constantly changing their effects,
magnitudes, and even potentially directions. Loops are
crucial to complex negotiations, as they highlight the
indirect effects of each individual player’s actions139.
When the system one actor inhabits is combined with
the systems that other actors inhabit, as well as with
other changing aspects of the simulated environment,
a complex adaptive system (CAS) is formed143. CAS are
dynamic nonlinear systems that depend upon “learning
and adaptation to progress towards a goal shared by
all the actors”144. CAS are differentiated from other
negotiation systems through their ability to respond and
change based on events that are occurring (which makes
them adaptive). In all types of systems, the decisions of
each player influences the decisions and actions of other
players, all within a shifting landscape145. However, in
complex adaptive systems, players can evolve and alter
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In-Depth: Features of Complex Negotiation Systems
Driven by Feedback
Due to the interconnectivity of negotiators, actions feed back onto the environment, other players, and themselves. These feedback
loops (both positive and negative) create new dynamics and relationships, ultimately creating the structure that defines the entire
system
Nonlinearity
The effects of decisions are often disproportional to the cause, creating dynamics with unequal payoffs. For any given cause, the effects
may be small, large, known, or unknown, as well as proportional or disproportional to the initial cause.
Path-Dependence
Decisions in dynamic systems are not made in a vacuum; they affect each actor’s ability to make future choices. As a result, decisions
are often irreversible. As decisions input into feedback loops, they may create tipping-point momentum (or cascading failures) that
permanently breaks the loop or a larger aspect of the system. Furthermore, small divergences in initial paths may create widespread
ramifications at a later time (sensitivity to initial conditions).
Iteration
After proceeding through feedback loops, small decisions that were initially inconsequential to the actors and the environment, can
have drastic effects on the overall system.
Connectivity
Systems are formed on the interactions of actors and the feedback that results from these connections. Often, the feedback loops and
relationships that result from decisions are more important to the system’s function than the actors themselves. The interaction of
larger and smaller nested systems paint the pattern of the entire CAS.
Characterized by Trade-Offs
Time delays, nonlinearity, and a changing environment create a system where short-run and long-run consequences of an intervention
may diverge.

									Adapted from Sterman140, Richardson141, and Rickles142.

their behaviors, accordingly. Players are not caught in
the same feedback loops; they can be broken, shifted, or
reformed at any time.
CAS are a necessary component of complex simulations
due to the ways in which the final agreement must be
discovered during the negotiation, a process that mirrors
the often chaotic discovery of solutions in real-life. In
linear negotiations, actors are taught to backwards map a
final negotiated agreement based on their own interests,
as well as their counterparts’ interests. Negotiators are
able to envision the “gap” between their interests and the
intended solution, and act in a way that drives the deal
towards their goals. Even in more complicated simulations

with additional issues and parties, a well-crafted dealdesign diagram or backwards map can be prepared by
a skilled negotiator, allowing that player to shape the
final deal based on their prior planning. This top-down
approach may even work in a negotiation with static
systems, where players’ interests and decision-making do
not change.
Yet in complex adaptive systems (CAS), when actors – and
even the environment itself – respond to decisions that are
made, the final negotiated agreement cannot be forced
onto players through a top-down approach based on prior
backwards mapping,
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CAS are composed of individual actors making their own
decisions – ones that are usually straightforward, yet also
affect other actors, causing them to change their behavior.
Out of this interconnectivity of actions organizes a web of
system complexity. At a certain point, the emergence of a
final negotiated agreement will form146. However, a final
deal could not have been pre-fitted onto this CAS (from
backwards mapping prior to the negotiation), since the
drive, parties involved, and even the issues incorporated
into the final deal emerge out of the interactions within the
negotiation.
In other words, the final deal in linear simulations may be

discovered by isolating actors and interests in order
to create an agreement that is the ‘sum of its many
parts147.’ Yet as CAS negotiations build a deal out of a
series of interaction, the final deal cannot be predicted
from isolating decisions or interests beforehand – it
must emerge out of system itself. The final deal in CAS
negotiations is not the ‘sum of its many parts,’ it is in
fact a pattern that is inherently ‘different from its many
parts,’ able to seen only on a “macro” level of interacting
feedback loops and patterns, as opposed to the “micro”
level of individual decisions and interests148, 149. CAS
may be based on simple decisions, yet the patterns that
emerge “are quite unlike the original elements”150.

In-Depth: Features of Complex Adaptive Systems
Formed from Simplicity
The intricate patterns of complex adaptive systems emerge from simple decisions and interactions between players. It is the sheer
number and interdependency of the connections that make a system complex, not an individual interaction’s nature.
Self-Organizing
Complex adaptive systems are created from the bottom-up interactions of many individual decision-makers; not from a top-down
approach or a forced external framework. Though multiple interactions have the potential to devolve into chaos, when based upon
bottom-up interactions systems tend to organize into patterns that best fit actors and their environment.
Emergent
The interactions of various actors in the system create patterns, forming a final arrangement that could not have been determined by
analyzing individual actors, relationships, or decisions in isolation.
Co-Evolve
As the environment changes, actors must similarly adapt to meet their interests. Yet as actors respond to the environment, it subsequently
adapts back to their response, creating a repeating cycle. Though individuals cannot avoid the environment adapting to their choices,
they can evolve as cycles progress, learning how to better influence the environment to satisfy their interests as well as better prepare
for future changes.
Edge of Chaos
Complex adaptive systems exist on a spectrum in between a static equilibrium and chaos. Without dynamic elements, systems cannot
function; however, if they become too chaotic systems collapse from incoherence. The best systems function at the edge of chaos,
where new interactions can freely occur yet not devolve into meaninglessness.
Requisite Variety
Complex adaptive systems thrive when imbued with an array of decision-points, uncertainties, and combinations of relationships.
These provide for additional possibilities of what might emerge as the final pattern that gives way to a successful deal.
Structural Uncertainty
Complex adaptive systems are composed of relationships with uncertain futures, unforeseen environmental shifts, and decision points
with limited predictability.
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